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"I AM" THE FLAME
OF GRATITUDE

"I AM" the Mighty Cosmic Flame
Of Gratitude Supreme,
For all God's Gifts and Blessings rare
With which the earth doth teem;
For all that God's Great Light can bring,
And all that Love provides,
"I AM" God's Mighty Cosmic Flame
In which all good abides.

"I AM" the Mighty Cosmic Flame
Of Life's Great Victory,
It's Blessing and Forgiveness too
Is Love that sets all Free!
Our Gratitude is Love's Release
For God's Great Loving care!
"I AM" the Flame of each Heart's Peace,
It shall blaze everywhere!

"I AM" God's Mighty Cosmic Flame
Sent forth from Freedom's Heart,
To now rule here and sing God's Name
From It we ne'er depart!
Great Oceans of God's Gratitude
Now manifest above
"I AM" God's Light now everywhere
The Fulness of God's Love!

"I AM" the Mighty Cosmic Flame
That does all here redeem,
It now reveals Its Glorious Light
Thru everyone's Life Stream!
Its Mighty Mighty Cosmic Power
Of all that is God's Life,
"I AM"! "I AM" ALL Gratitude,
That now consumes all strife!

"I AM" the Mighty Cosmic Flame
That lifts and now heals all;
It purifies and blesses too,
Fulfills our every call!
Our Gratitude so very great
To all that is of Light,
"I AM," Its Flame in every breath
Is all God's Cosmic Might!

"I AM" the Mighty Cosmic Flame,
Illumination too,
That floods the world with Gratitude
In all we ever do;
This Blazing Flame does now increase
It is God's Cosmic Call,
"I AM" Its Glorious Presence NOW
It is God's Heart in all!

CHANERA
BELOVED! Beloved of the Light! Minute Men of Saint Germain! Defenders of the Light and Protectors of America! I bring you greetings from Cosmic Heights of Transcendent Power! I come to touch your feeling world with the Ascended Masters' Feeling of Confidence and Faith in all that is Perfect, Divine and therefore Supreme!

Faith is Feeling! May I charge your feelings this morning with the Ascended Masters' Feeling of Assurance, of Acceptance with an Absolute Positive Force—that Right shall reign Supreme and the Light shall dissolve all shadows; regardless of how they either act thru individuals or around whom they manifest!

Faith is Feeling; therefore, "I AM" the Authority of the Powers of Light thru the emotional body, over all human feeling. The Quality of Faith acts from reason, but principally thru the feeling. Your intellect many times tells you, the difference between right and wrong, but you have not faith enough in your feelings to hold to that which your intellect knows to be right; therefore, My Assistance to you is mainly thru the emotional body, and here again is where the energy needs to be guarded.

Thousands and thousands of people really want to have Faith in the Great Perfection which We are to this earth; many want to have Faith in the Constructive Way of Life; but the feeling has been so continuously charged with irritation, discord and rebellion against that which is of the Light, that it does not allow the energy in the emotional body, to be charged with Our Light to the point where the human is compelled to let go.

"I AM" Faith to the earth, and if you have not Me, where are you! "I AM" the Faith of Light, which means "I AM" the FEELING of Light in all who want to feel Me. You can have Faith in the Light, if you want to. You have plenty of faith in human appearances, why not have an equal amount in the assurance that the Powers
of Light acting thru your feeling, will annihilate that which is of the shadows!

Wont you trust Me at least as much as you do your taxi-cab driver? When you get into an airplane, when you get into a train, when you get into a taxi-cab, you trust the driver to get you to your destination, and most of the time it never occurs to you, that you will do anything you get there. Won’t you have as much ease and assurance in your feeling, when you call for the Light to go into a condition and dissolve the qualities of the human, that the Light is going to act as surely as the taxi-cab driver gets you home?

Where is your feeling? Where is your Faith, when you face destructive conditions? Won’t you let Me into your feeling world? I offer you the Cosmic Pressure of the Faith which “I AM”; and when your Faith is in your “Mighty I AM Presence,” your feelings will remain at ease. Therefore, when your feelings are not at ease, your Faith is not in your Presence; your Faith is not in Me—your Faith is in your human shadows; because that is where your feelings act when you become irritated.

I come to give you all the Assistance you can accept this morning, because I see the sincerity of your hearts. I have watched your constant application. I know your fierce determination to want to reach your Goal; but you need more Faith in the Light and more of that Faith which is FEELING, which I can radiate to you this morning, if you will LET Me in. I may not intrude, but I want to clear your mental concepts and thru Radiation, clear your feelings to the point, where it is easy to accept the Feeling of Light in your affairs, as it is the suggestions of disaster, which comes from the shadows.

Mankind has had faith in this, faith in that and faith in something else, which has led them wrong, and whose was that feeling? It was their feeling? It was not Me! “I AM” the Faith of Light! “I AM” therefore the Feeling of Light, and when you have Me, you have ALL! The world needs Me today, more than it has ever needed Me.

I have not dictated before, because the people did not want Me too much. Like the Precious Beloved Saint Germain and that Precious Beloved Goddess of Purity,
We have not been too popular in mankind’s feelings. For centuries, I have had to remain within the Silence, because “I AM” the Faith of Light; therefore, “I AM” the Feeling of Light, before which the shadows dare not stand! You need Me this hour!

I am amazed when I see the acceptance in the feelings of mankind, that they have to go forth and destroy the temples not made with hands, which God has given to them; just at the command of depraved creatures who manufacture the munitions of the world and are selling to both sides alike—I know whereof I speak!

Therefore, I urge you to have Faith in the Light, which one day, will dissolve from this planet all munitions and all who manufacture them, if they don’t stop it soon. There have been Golden Ages and civilization after civilization upon this earth, maintained for thousands of years at a time, wherein there were no armies, no navies and no penal institutions; no hospitals, no disease, no crime nor impurity. Think you that cannot come again? Is mankind so depraved, that they think nothing can manifest on this earth, but their own destruction!

You might wonder why “I AM” so positive! You need a Positive Force today! “I AM” on the Blue Ray and when your Feeling of the Light of My Blue Ray is deep within you; when It saturates everything in your being and world; when It charges around you the Power and Pressure which It is My Cosmic Privilege to convey, you will know what the Power of Faith can do for you, and It is not blind faith! It is not superstition! It is Illumined Faith, the Assurance in your feelings, illuminating the mind with the Power of the Blue Ray, which I command.

The Light must shatter the hypnotic control of the shadows around the Life on this earth forever; and there is one thing which you may all convey everywhere you go to the people of this world—there is not going to be another war! Never! This one ends the cycle of time wherein mankind’s Free Will is ever again permitted to misuse the Gifts of the Universe, to destroy what God has made and which mankind cannot replace without God. Stop that silly nonsense wherever you go when people say to you: “We are preparing for a second war”—because there will be no more beasts to hypnotize man-
kind into the idea that they can destroy without having to pay.

"I AM" Faith, the Faith of Light and the Power of the Blue Ray! When you feel My Faith, energized by the Electronic Force of the Blue Ray, you will really begin to know what Cosmic Power actually can do!

Put your "Mighty I AM Presence" first! Feel the Confidence, the Love and the Power which is within Its Heart! Call to Me to walk the earth thru you, and loose the Blue Ray to the Annihilation of all that has held mankind bound thruout the centuries; and you shall see what one with God means, when you consider It a majority. Put your "Mighty I AM Presence" first and keep It there! Let nothing come before your service to your Presence! Let nothing make your Faith in the Light waver! Stand Inflexibly within that Feeling of the Light and issue your commands which are in agreement with Life, and from then on, there is no such thing as a shadow to you.

Faith is the Power of the Blue Ray! "I AM" an Activity of the Blue Ray and It works in co-operation with Hercules. When you have the FEELING which I can convey to you; and you have the FEELING which Hercules can give to you, then you will really begin to have Faith in the Light!

What are human beings before the Cosmic Forces of the Universe! What are all the war beasts on the earth before the hurricane of the commands of the Forces of Nature! What are all your war preparations before the explosion of Mt. Vesuvius, when it chooses to release the Powers of Nature! What is mankind's Authority! Where is their hypnotic domination, when the Forces of Nature arise and bury them within two seconds! Man-kind had better place their attention upon that which built the Universe and built the world, if they would be Free from the claws of the beasts of destruction, who tear them from their loved ones and tear apart that which God hath made!

Give Me the same acceptance that you do to the disastrous reports of gossip, and I will show you what Faith in the Light will produce in the way of Manifestations, that shall be sustained for Eternity! All destructive conversation, the Great Divine Director told you was
gossip. Give Me the same acceptance in your feelings that you give to a report of disaster on the radio; and I will show you God in Action, the Supreme Master of all Creation; but you must give that to Me because you want to, the same as you give it to the radio, when you want to listen to it.

When you turn your radio on you do it because you want to. You want to accept what comes over it or you don’t turn the dial. When you accept My Faith of Light because you want to, I will be there, and if you so desire, Hercules will be with Me. If you read between the lines, you cannot remain bound longer; but I say to every human being from now on, conquer your irritation; conquer the slightest feeling to criticize or condemn each other, because they don’t do your will.

Suppose there is a group of you going into some business activity, and one person wants to make everybody else do that individual’s will. Where is the Will of the Ascended Masters coming in! How is the Will of the Divine Plan to be fulfilled, if the individuals’ will to be discordant whenever they please, intrudes itself every so often! You don’t have to do that, unless you want to.

I take it for granted that those under This Radiation want to do the Will of their own “Mighty I AM Presence”; of our Beloved Saint Germain, Beloved Jesus, and of the Beloved Godfré; and of the Ascended Host of Light, for the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan for the Protection of America and the Protection of the Rights of Free Men, to all Life throughout the world.

If you have accepted Me and have accepted the Will of your “I AM Presence,” you could never be irritated a single second again. Why should anyone do the will of another who is irritated! Will you please let that really go deep into your consciousness today? May your Higher Mental Bodies remind you often, if there is the slightest feeling to become irritated, to stop and say: “No that is not the Divine Plan! That is not Justice to Life, my Life or any one’s else.” The moment you take that thing on the first wave and settle it; and call to the Elohim of Peace to fill you with the Cosmic Flame from His Heart, you will conquer all irritation, before it builds into a forest fire; because I am warning you today, there are forces
being unleashed within the earth's atmosphere, that if you do not listen to Me, will be fatal to you.

People who know This Law must hold Harmony in the future if they are to have Our Protection. The insistent demand to make other people do your will, precious ones, is a most dangerous thing at this Cosmic Hour. Please don't ever let it act thru you again! If you will accept Me, I will try to remind you to have Faith—the Feeling from the Heart of your "I AM Presence," of the Divine Plan, and the Will of your "I AM Presence" in full command.

The atmosphere of earth is hourly being charged with more and more pressure of the Cosmic Light and as the Pressure of that increases in the atmosphere, there must come the Expansion of the Light from within individuals, with the Quality of Love which unites the two, then Peace and Harmony and Protection can be maintained; but if under the Pressure of the Cosmic Light, those feelings of irritation and battle charge forth into the atmosphere around you, their recoil into the body will be immediate. We want to protect you! We need every one of you! We love you like We love our own Heart's Light; but when I see danger threatening and I know what the viciousness is, I plead with you don't give your energy in irritated feeling or idle conversation, to the destructive forces.

Please give Us everything of the energy from your Life Stream, qualified with Light that We can use. Give It to Saint Germain and the Great Ones for the Freedom of your Nation, and Cosmic Protection of God's Rights of Free Men to the world forever! Do not longer energize those who would destroy you by your own destructive feelings; for if destruction comes to your bodies, it is by your own discordant feeling which is allowed to act thru you.

I thank every one of you for those wonderful Decrees you gave last night. They will do much for you. When you invite Us, after you have purified yourselves, to walk the earth thru you, Light your way and blast you Free, We will not fail you! We will not refuse you! We could not do anything except that which your words call forth.

As the Cosmic Light increases Its Pressure in the atmosphere of earth, there should go forth a Great Wave
of Love from the heart of each one. The individual's Light so gratefully reaches up to that Greater Light and makes It a part of Itself; that the Flame within the heart may expand thru the Cosmic Light, and become the Flame that saturates the atmosphere of earth, and burns Its way thru all things. Then It dissolves and consumes all that is not of the Light harmoniously and permanently. First of all, as that Flame bursts forth, It would still destructive forces and then close in upon them, until they are dissolved and consumed from creation.

This is a crude illustration and I would not turn your attention to it, except, it is so clearly an example of what I mean. When a physical body is cremated, the flame suddenly shoots forth and folds around it. Then, it closes in upon the body, until it is dissolved and consumed. Just so can the Flame from your heart—the Love, Wisdom and Power in Perfect Balance, go forth thru your flesh, and touched by the Cosmic Light in the atmosphere, burns into whatever Power of Flame you call forth. It enfolds that which is destructive and closes in upon it, until it is consumed!

When you are dealing with vicious forces, you call to your "I AM Presence" to project that Flame or to the Ascended Ones to close in upon that which is wholly vicious, until it is dissolved and consumed, so it touches no other part of Life; then replace it by the Cosmic Light Substance and My Feeling of Faith, which is My Feeling of Light, that REIGNS SUPREME and produces Perfection always, and sustain It forever.

I depend upon you as Minute Men of Saint Germain, to radiate to others in the business world that positive force of Faith in the Constitutional Rights of the American people—Faith in the right, the honest way to do business! Faith in the Power of the business world to serve all people and give them that Power of Light which will lift them into greater Freedom; for that is the purpose and service which the business world can convey.

When you would fear destructive forces; when you become weary of your human problems; when you become tired thru physical exhaustion, I would ask you to remind yourselves of Me and ask yourselves where your Faith in the Light has gone! It is the Feeling of Light in you
that keeps the Light expanding! It is the Feeling of Light in you that accomplishes all you do! It is the Feeling of Light in you that is your Mastery, if you will LET It thru! That is Faith—the Faith of Light! LET ME in and I will walk the earth thru you and My Feeling and Light shall illumine your pathway; and blast you free from all problems and human desires also, if you will remember Me!

The mass of the people have forgotten Me! There have remained statues of the Three Graces—Faith, Hope and Charity! We have worked together for many centuries, really from the beginning of the manifestation of Life upon this world—physical life. We shall always work together thruout Eternity; for unless you have Faith in the Light you have no Hope, and therefore you will have no Love nor Charity, for the Universe around you. We represent Three Great Qualities to the earth which mankind must have to fulfill the Divine Plan, and in one sense of the word We are a certain Action of the Unfed Flame of Love, Wisdom and Power in Perfect Balance—Faith, Hope and Charity in Perfect Balance!

Faith is the Feeling of Light and creation could not take place until the Light Substance was felt and moulded into form. This planet was not created, until the Cosmic Beings who drew it into outer manifestation, felt the Substance of Light condensing into form.

May I say to you that Faith, the Feeling of Light, is all you need to be free! Now doesn’t that sound simple? When you feel the Light within, you are the Light, for then you let It thru; and if you don’t feel any Light are you very happy? When the feeling of Light is gone, then you feel the shadows, then a terrible wall of shadows goes up around you. When you are caught in the shadows and your feeling of the Light has gone, where are you? What have you to hold to? Do you not realize how necessary, how imperative is My Quality to Life?

No wonder the Mighty Master Jesus said what He did: "If thou hast Faith even as of a mustard seed, still shall It expand." If you have the Feeling of a tiny Spark of Light, you can give It your attention and your Love; you can make It expand, until It becomes a Flame and It envelopes the world if you so decree.
So if you do not feel Me, you have no Light; for all good is within the feeling of Light. When you are irritated and discordant or disappointed and depressed, you are not feeling Light—you are accepting the misery of the shadows, which you do not need to experience, unless you so select it.

You may think Me severe this morning, but you need My Positive Force of the Feeling of Light! As you could feel My Light thru your body for a few hours, you would have no more limitation. As the Divine Director told you, if you really knew what your feeling world could do for you, you would be Free after a few hours, but you could not be Free, if you will not feel Me.

"I AM" Faith, the Feeling of Light, which is the Feeling of Perfection! Do you not realize how your happiness depends on Me! All human feeling is blind faith; not that I am blind, but it is feeling, which has been covered with a shadow and the Light has been forgotten.

If the feelings of the people would accept the Feeling of Light, as readily as they accept disastrous reports, We could do anything in the Universe for them instantly. We could do it any time. There is nothing the matter with Our Ability, but if they won’t let Us in, the Law of the Free Will of each individual’s Life Stream, does not permit Us to intrude even Perfection to set you free from your misery; for you have chosen to feel the shadows, when you could feel Me—the Faith of Light.

I have sometimes been referred to as "Faith, the Substance of things hoped for, the Evidence of things not seen." The Substance to which they referred is the Electronic Substance of Light, and if you would feel it enough, It would condense instantly into whatever thing you wished to use in the outer, and It is part of the Activity of Precipitation. All Ascended Masters precipitate. Whether that Power acts from the Ascended Master direct or whether They clothe the individual in It and let the individual precipitate temporarily thru Their Radiation, makes little difference. All Power of Precipitation is concerned with the handling of the Light-Substance, and you have to Feel that Light-Substance, if the thing is to become manifest.

Remove the FEELING of Light from the Earth and its atmosphere; remove the FEELING of Light from
the emotional bodies of mankind, and you cease to be. Then, do you not think you need Me! Do you not need Me when "I AM" the Faith, the Feeling of Light? If you would call for My Substance of Light to flood your feeling about everything, My Light would make you whole!

Oh, I have so much to tell you. I could talk twenty-four hours and still not tell you more than a fragment of what I really want you to have and all that I can give. I could give you everything that is contained within the Light, if you will Feel Me! When there is anything wrong in your world, call to Me and ask Me to make you feel My Light and then remember to feel Light in the place of everything that looks like a shadow.

There is nothing of Perfection that Light does not contain! There is nothing in the Universe that is of Perfection that Light will not give you! There is nothing of good that Light will withhold from you! Then you need My Faith, the Feeling of Light! for "I AM" the Cosmic Feeling of Light! Will you register My Words this morning in Letters of Living Fire within your consciousness and never forget them? Then, I will have an Open Door thru which I may expand My Gifts of Light to you and thru you every moment until your Ascension.

"I AM" the Feeling of the Perfection of Light! Have faith in Me or have the Feeling of My Presence in you and you may walk where you will. When you issue that command—"Peace Be Still," all shall obey the Divine Will in you! Won't you become, while yet unascended, wholly divine? You may, when you feel the Light all the time in you, expanding thru you, and pouring to all the Perfection which is within that Light.

If you love the Light enough, you have no problems; so if problems continually follow you around and hang upon you, they should be used as a reminder to turn to the Light, and call the Light forth in their place, and you will use them instead of being used by them. They will not disturb, distress or limit you for any reason.

The Light that floods your earth from the Physical Sun this hour, has more Power than all the destruction of all mankind on the earth put together or that has ever been here; and just as easily as that Light enfolds the earth, will the Beloved Helios and Those who are
His Co-workers, pour to you an individualized, concentrated stream of Light to do with as you will, so long as you command Perfection. Have the shadows ever given you that? Have the war beasts ever given you anything but heart aches, limitations and distress? Then why follow them longer! Why have faith in their destructive orders and commands, or their little puny human fiats or mandates; when Our Cosmic Commands for the release of Light can wipe them out in two seconds. Then all mankind will feel and want and love the Light.

Yes, mankind's feelings rebel against being made to do destructive things, true, but still they do not love the Feeling of Light enough, to hold It until It expands and controls all. The Light, the Cosmic Light is taking Its Dominion in the earth! At a certain point, Its Expansion will release a shattering action against which no destructive force can stand; but that moment does not arrive, until the Pressure has been gathered at the Inner Level, thru the calls in the feelings of mankind themselves, much like a magnet, your calls draw the Light from the Central Sun and Those Cosmic Beings release the Pressure required to shatter forever that which is of the shadows.

May I show you the insanity of some of the arguments of the human intellect! Do two destructive forces ever produce a constructive result? If you cut one finger would you cut another to heal the first one? How can constructive activities come out of destructively qualified energy? It never was done in the Universe and never will be, because it is contrary to all Infinite Law.

So turn your feelings away from the acceptance of all human shadows! Place your “Mighty I AM Presence” first and call forth the Feeling of Light within yourselves and when It begins to expand thru your brain and body, and you feel some unusual sensation, for Heaven’s sake don’t be afraid of It! If God, who is Light, begins to expand thru your body and there is a change of physical sensation, then for the sake of that Light and Its Release of Perfection thru you, remind yourselves, not to qualify It with some human disaster.

When you see all thru the centuries, what mankind has done with the Great Blessing which Life has given and the Ascended Masters have conferred upon mankind
age after age, mankind having taken them up and changed them into something destructive, the miracle to Me and the Miracle of Life is, that all mankind has not been dissolved before this. They would have been except for the Cosmic Love of the Great Beings like your Beloved Master Saint Germain, your Beloved Master Jesus, your Beloved Master Godfré and the Other Ascended Masters of Light; and that Precious Beloved Nada; who thru all the centuries have poured Their Light upon mankind’s viciousness, until it has come to this point.

Now the house-cleaning of the ages takes place! so disabuse your minds and everybody you contact of the idea that there is going to be another war. If there is any attempt by any group of people after this one closes, to bring forth such a thing again, you will find it will be very suddenly choked and that thing removed from the earth forever. If you will keep issuing your “I AM Decrees” for the annihilation of all war from the planet forever, so shall it be unto you; and if you will feel My Light, We shall draw the Power thru, and mankind shall be released from that under which they struggle this hour.

Feel My Light enough and you can dissolve everything human from the Life Streams of this world forever! Feel My Light in your business! Feel My Light in your bodies! Feel My Light in your financial affairs! Feel My Light go forth and enfold your loved ones, and I will show you what the Power of Light will give to all.

We deal with naught but the Light; therefore, “I AM” the Faith, the Feeling of Light that is all Authority, all Power, All Perfection and all the Wisdom and Victory of Freedom and Purity; All Power and all Peace of Divine Justice and Mercy; and all the Power of the Great Great Silence; because when you feel Me in the Silence, the Pressure of Light can be released to produce the Fulfillment of your calls with amazing speed.

Outside of the time you are asleep, how many of you feel the Power of the Silence or are silent even during your waking state at all? How many of you still yourselves and try to just touch the feeling within the Great Great Silence; even for five minutes sometime during the day? Well, if you would charge your feelings with what is within the Great Silence; with the Flame of Love from the Silent Watcher, who directs that Activity to the earth,
you would be the Authority and Power that Jesus was, when He spoke to the waves and said: "Peace be still," and the Power of the Silent Watcher would act thru you and all obey His Will.

There are two things that every one of your emotional bodies need sometime each day—several times, if it is only for five minutes at a time. ONE IS THE FEELING OF LIGHT AND ITS PERFECTION AND THE OTHER IS THE FEELING OF THE GREAT GREAT SILENCE! If you knew what Faith in the Great Great Silence meant, you would need nothing but your Love and Adoration to your "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Ascended Host, to draw forth from the Silence whatever you desired into your outer use.

When you imprint a picture upon the Great Great Silence, thru the feeling of very great stillness while you hold the picture, you will find that the Power which is in the Great Silence would bring that into your outer use very quickly; but as I gaze upon mankind's emotional bodies—not so much so with the students, because you have sought to purify yourselves; but the mass of mankind's emotional bodies remind Me of an electric fan—they are going all the time, even while the body sleeps. Many times the whirls of energy in the emotional body are just whirling all night long around that body. Those blessed bodies! "I AM" amazed sometimes how long they last! The miracle is not that they occasionally give way, but the miracle to Me is that they tolerate mankind's discord so long without giving way! They wouldn't except for the Mercy of your own Higher Mental Bodies.

So will you this coming week try two things—to feel the Light in the Great Great Silence sometime each day; and to ask your "I AM Presence" and Myself, to saturate you with My Feeling, My Faith in the Light; My Feeling of Light in you! My Feeling of Light coming thru! My Feeling and My Love to you!

Can you imagine for just a moment how Great is My Love of the Light, when "I AM" THE FEELING OF LIGHT! Then, My Love and My Feeling of Light are one and if you loved the Light enough, you would never again feel a shadow! When you want to be irritated you don't
want Love—you don’t want the Light; you just want to explode that feeling, if it shatters the Universe!

Precious ones, mark My Words this hour, don’t shatter America’s protection by any discordant feeling within yourselves! You, who have been an atom in this “I AM” Student Body, which has been in session so long in these “I AM Decrees,” don’t know what one irritated feeling does in the whole mass of that energy, that has gone forth in your Decrees. You are responsible if you allow discord to go forth thru your feelings and touch the rest of the student body’s energy! You are responsible, for you do it of your own Free Will!

You are atoms in One Body of Saint Germain’s Activities! One atom cannot send that forth and not have every other atom feel the shock of it; so at least for the Love of your country, for the safety of yourselves and your loved ones; and for Saint Germain’s Victory of the Light for which He has worked so long, I plead with you, make up your minds this morning, that you will never allow one more feeling of battle or irritation in you again, any more than you would cut off your right hand. It will be just as disastrous, if you don’t listen to Me.

I want to help you and safe-guard you this hour! “I AM” releasing My Love! I will release My Power! I will release My Feeling of Light which is My Faith of all Perfection to you forever! I shall wrap It about you as a Mantle of Light’s Substance, to give you all that is within My Heart and hold you protected and set you Free, if you will listen to Me in your feelings and LET Me in!

It has been said: “No greater Love hath a man than that he lay his Life down for another.” Do you quite understand, that the Feeling, the Flame of Love and the Substance of Light which an Ascended Master Pours to you, is His Life which He lays down for your use and acceptance, whenever you call; or whenever He or She enfolds you in the Love and the Flame of that Life Stream?

No greater Love exists in this Universe, than that which your Beloved Saint Germain, Beloved Jesus, Beloved Godfré, the Beloved Nada, Precious Mary and the Other Precious Beings of Light have given you, blessed students, since the beginning of your understanding of This Light! No greater Service exists in the Universe
than what They have done for each one of your Life Streams, to hold you steady until you become Free like Themselves! So at least, be grateful to Them by shutting off the human, all human qualities forever; that They may endow you with the Greater Power of Their Life; that They may give more of Their Life into your use and direction; that you may go forth and do for others as They have done for you; and fulfill the Divine Plan of your Life Stream, of America and Saint Germain's Victory of Light to this System of Worlds.

May I ask you, Beloved Ones of the Light, to remember that when your precious ones who are in this National Defense are face to face with the dangers of the destructive forces, every irritated feeling in you is a danger to them! It is a pressure of more discord against them. You cannot have irritated feelings to yourself alone! You cannot let one irritated feeling go out that does not injure all Life with which you are in contact; and I want to impress this upon you, today, that I may help you to gain the last complete Wave of Light required; to release you forever from anything and everything that would be a disturbance in your feelings.

I give you Myself without reservation! My Love without limit! My All for your Freedom! I can do no more! I love you and I do not want one more shadow upon your Light which is expanding so gloriously; and which can BE the Victory, so victoriously beautiful! It can be Happiness beyond anything you have ever dreamed, and it is just a thin veil between this Mighty Accomplishment and where you stand this morning. Please do not shut the door on Me! Please don't again! Please don't delay, again, the acceptance of that which is so near your hands this hour!

The Cosmic Light approaches! The Great Command Divine forevermore enfolds you! May that Light Sublime make you feel My Feeling and clothe you in My Flame, be your Great Great Victory and stand with Saint Germain. I hold His Hand—that Blessed Being of Freedom and Light to the earth! My Love and My Light are His to command to help set you Free! Give Me your hand and you shall be His Victory forever!

I thank you!
ELOVED ONES of the Light! I bring you Greetings from Those Great Octaves of Light which continually pour to the people of earth the Blessings that Life so lavishly bestows—the Gifts the Great Ones have offered throuout the centuries; and the Mighty Radiance which holds Peace, Peace Supreme and Indescribable; for those who will accept It!

You are the People of the Light! Therefore, you are the Hope of the world; for without Light there is no hope for any change in conditions, so long as mankind’s selfishness is accepted in the outer world, as authority over the conditions of the physical world and the actions of mankind here.

I said: “You are the Hope of the world,” for you are the “Cup of Light,” the Understanding of Light, that has been given by the Ascended Host, principally your Great Master Saint Germain, that It may be like a Great Magnet which raises all the people of the world up into the Light; where once again they may see clearly the Divine Purpose of their physical journey thru this world, the Heights to which they may attain and their Divine Heritage.

As I represent Hope to the earth and have since the beginning of mankind’s manifestation upon it, then We must expand thru you, who are the Hope of America and thru America which is the Hope of the world, Our Consciousness of Life which is the Magnet of Attraction that draws the Life Streams of mankind of this earth up and out of their self-created destruction.

So long as there is a feeling of Hope within an individual, there is still conscious effort made toward Mastery over destructive conditions, and within the Light is all the Hope there is! Light is the Hope of the world and your feelings either accept the Light or they don’t! Since Hope is a Feeling and that Feeling again is Light, then when you seem discouraged; when the discord of human
creation weighs heavily upon you; and you would seem to lose Hope, I would ask you to turn your attention first to your “Beloved I AM Presence,” and then if you will call to Me, I will pour to you, a Light within which is the Feeling not only of Hope, but of the rising out of the conditions under which you may be struggling!

To cease to make effort toward rising out of conditions of limitation, means that of your own Free Will, you have said to the destructive forces: “Do as you please”! So I would remind you this afternoon, to never use the expression—“Well I have given up all Hope, or I have lost Hope”; for that is paramount to saying: “I have given up the Light; I have lost all Light”! These expressions mankind uses repeatedly in their daily lives, have produced more conditions of destruction, than could ever be described in words; and may I remind you this afternoon, that there is no such thing as an idly spoken word.

Every word you speak creates according to the meaning within it instantly; and if you would Hope to rise to Mastery, I would again remind you, to use no more words that describe the animal qualities or the conditions of mankind’s slavery to their own desires! The desires of the emotional body have enchained their energy and cast upon them shadows that were never intended by Life!

So I come to bring you, the Hope of the Light, which, when commanded to expand without limit, is the Power that consumes the shadows and replaces them with Perfection forever! When you are without Hope you make no further effort. We in the Ascended Masters’ Octave never give up! May I ask you to establish within you a like Determination? One day, all destructive qualities and all destructive forces have to let go of mankind, the earth and the atmosphere of this earth! One day, they have to let go for they are not Eternal Authority in this Universe, neither are they Eternal Authority upon this planet.

Therefore, I say to you, have all Hope, which “I AM”! Destructive qualities and activities generated and sustained by the discord of human beings, are not authority over the Cosmic Beings who created this earth; neither are they authority over the “Mighty I AM Presence” and Higher Mental bodies of each Life Stream upon the earth! So there is a Reason why every Life Stream still continues to hope, that the next day will bring a release from
whatever the distressing condition is under which people struggle.

Hope springs Eternal within the outer consciousness, because within every Life Stream is the Heart of Light—the Flame within the Heart, the Permanent Atom to the body; and that is the Open Door thru which We may always come; thru which We may always give Light, which will give you Hope to go on and make a better effort in the future than you have in the past. Then, by the Expansion of that Light, together with the Assistance of the Ascended Host, raise yourselves out of the clutches of the shadows which have caused such frightful suffering and limitation thruout the centuries.

When mankind lives in a world, above which constantly is revealed to them the Magnificent Manifestations and Authority of the Powers of the Light of the Universe, there is no reason why mankind should ever lose Hope, unless they want to.

"I AM" Hope to the world! I stand ready at any moment to assist any Life Stream and every Life Stream on this earth, to turn the attention to the Light, which is like a Magnet and will draw those Life Streams out of all human creation forever—before the Ascension! Were it not for the Light of My Life Stream from My Heart to the earth, which I have poured to mankind thruout the centuries in the midst of their human destruction; if it were not for that Light which has enfolded and lifted them time, and time, and time again, unto the Light and turned their attention away from their distress; if it were not for that Hope and that upward Pull of the Light, where think you, would mankind be today!

Where think you, would your America be today, if it were not for the Light and the Love from the Heart of your Beloved George Washington, the Heart of your Beloved Master Saint Germain, the Heart of your Beloved Master Jesus, the Hearts of your early patriots; if they had not given God's Life from their Hearts and the Flame of Love from their Hearts, to be the Hope that raises people into their Freedom? Where think you would mankind be today?

Since I have given Hope to the world thruout millions of years, do you think that I am not going to continue? I would that you might reverse places with Me for a few
moments, at least in your view-point—not that I want to become unascended, not at all, don't misunderstand Me; but I wish you might see thru My Eyes for just a few moments, what it has meant thru the centuries, for Life to continue to pour the Hope of Light into the feelings of mankind, when thru their own discord they have almost sunk into oblivion forever.

Life Stream after Life Stream at that crucial hour, when the testing of the Strength of the Life Stream takes place and the shadows and the Light are weighing in the balance, the energy of the individual's Life, Life Stream after Life Stream has stood as it were upon a precipice upon which, one more wave or pull to the destructive forces, would have drawn them into the second death; and yet, one more Wave of Light from Me, one more Wave of Love in the hour of supreme trial, has been the Magnetic Pull to draw them from the edge and take them back on to the Pathway of Light and ultimately into their Victory of the Ascension.

Since "I AM" Hope to the world, then I must give My Light and My Love, until the last one of mankind is Ascended; for the Hope in the feelings for the Freedom which Light is, must remain as a Magnet in each one's emotional body, until the Ascension is complete; unless they absolutely refuse Me!

Life has placed within each Life Stream, a Love and Magnet of Hope which will draw It back into Its Home in the Light, if the Free Will of the individual does not completely dismiss Me! Strange it is, yet it is the Law of the Universe—not strange from Our Standpoint, for We know the Law; but unascended beings are so constituted thru the use of their Free Will, that they may choose the second death if they want to, and in that case I must recede.

That same activity is true of Nations! When Nations have abrogated the Treaties, which the Great Master, Saint Germain, has brought forth to give the people Freedom and to bless and protect their rights, thru serving the Constructive Way of Life, if those Nations cast His Treaties aside, then those Nations have met the second death. Do you know what that means in the Activity of the Life of this planet? What that Magnificent Cosmic Being, your Beloved Saint Germain, has done? He has
worked century, after century, after century to lift one Nation after another to the heights, in order that they may turn to the Light and have Eternal Freedom? What do you think is the reaction when the people do not care enough for Freedom to hold His Hand and protect It! Tragic it is before Life, beloved ones! Tragic it is before the Universal Command for Perfection, when people of their own Free Will choose the chains of their own slavery!

When Cosmic Beings of Infinite Light and Love, of Magnificent Glory, Beauty and Perfection, stand waiting the acceptance of Their Gifts, Their Assistance and Their Love; when benighted mankind passes Them by, casts aside Their Blessings and chooses destruction in their place, it is tragic indeed. Yet, thru it all, there runs a Tiny Thread in each Life Stream of a Light from My Life Stream, a Light Ray and a Flame from My Heart, that even in their darkest hours, gently thru the feelings, holds within them a Feeling that they HOPE some day there is a way out.

What would you do without My Hope to the world? What would you do without My Feeling of Hope for the Light’s Eternal Dominion? I mean much more to the earth than you dream! The Rays of Light from My Life Stream are interwoven with every Life Stream of this earth, thru which sometime in the hours of trial, “I AM” privileged to pour the Love and the Feeling of Hope, that tomorrow will bring the solution; tomorrow will bring the release; tomorrow will bring Peace!

“I AM” interwoven into the Life Streams of all mankind on this earth; for it is thru the Feeling of Hope, that the Higher Mental Body of an individual in the hour of extreme struggle, can expand a Light that like a tiny flickering candle, still shows Radiance enough, to let individuals see once again the Goal toward which they are going and help them to turn away from the shadows. Thus, they again find the Pathway of Light and ultimately the Victory of the Glorious Heart of the “Beloved I AM Presence” into the Ascension!

As I said in the beginning, We in the Ascended State know no such thing as failure or letting go! We never give up! The human one day has to let go of every Life Stream! That is pre-ordained, for the Destiny of all Life,
of all human beings is the Ascension; and the Ultimate Goal of every Life Stream is to become a Cosmic Being, a Creator of a System of Worlds or many Systems perhaps. Then will you know Happiness that is Complete and Eternal!

When you know all things are obedient to your slightest command, and you have manifested the Out-picturing of your Powers of Life into manifestation thru a System of Worlds, which sings the Anthem of Creation thruout Infinite Space and releases Music, Its Beauty, Its Perfection and Its Joy in Power and Glory no words can ever describe; then only, as you hear Those Tones, Those Magnificent Harmonies, Those Supreme Gigantic Melodies in the Magnificent “I AM” Music of the Spheres, do you realize what the Joy of Creation really means!

Therefore, I shall not let go of you, nor the mankind of this earth, not their Life Streams, until they have come back into the Light and have brought forth Perfection, which those who designed this System of Worlds have commanded as Their Destiny from the beginning, and which is Unescapable; for Perfection is the Destiny of all Life and that is Unescapable so far as human beings are concerned.

That is why many times the Feeling of Hope, when It seems everything else is gone, still remains in the individual, and that one makes one more effort and feels that tomorrow will bring something better. That is My Love and My Light speaking thru their feelings to draw them home where they belong in the Heart of Perfection!

Hope is a Quality, beloved ones, that is a Magnet and It takes sometimes just such a little Release of the Light and the Love that goes with It, to turn the attention back again to where it belongs, and show the individual what lies ahead. Then, mankind makes conscious effort again to the Attainment of their Victory on the Pathway of Light.

When you can become a Being of Cosmic Power, wielding the Unlimited Light Rays of this System of Worlds either from the Physical Sun or the Great Central Sun; pouring forth to Life ALL Perfection; taking It forward to the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan; when You can be Cosmic Beings of that Magnitude, linger no more in the shadows and the entertainment of your human feelings!
When before you lies this Magnificence which it is your privilege to attain; the Realm where you belong; and where you may wield Power to assist others to be Free, Oh, don't be content to any longer go on in the limitations of the human feelings, when you may be Free and free others!

"I AM" Hope to the world, and that Hope is the Feeling of the Light thru your heart, which tries to reach up once more to hold to something that is firm and dependable; thru which you can raise yourselves out of the suffering, that is always the result of gratifying your physical feelings! Hope does not come from wallowing in the gratification of the physical feelings! That is where all fails! That is when thru the Divine Compassion of Life, We gaze upon the miscreations of mankind; and give Help to assist those Life Streams to be free!

Just as the Seven Mighty Elohim have offered Their Own Hearts, Each One anchoring a Flame of Their Qualities within the forehead of every Life Stream, every physical body; just so have Faith, Hope and Charity anchored within the Heart or around the Heart of every human being, those Three Qualities which are All Feelings; and just as the Flames in the forehead are individual Flames projected there from Each One of the Seven Mighty Elohim, so is the Tiny Flame from My Heart, and from the Heart of the Great Being Faith, the Great Being Charity, anchored around the Heart of every individual. That is why These Qualities, radiating thru the feelings in the moment of great distress, hold the individual steady so the balance is swung the Constructive Way and they can be moved forward on the Pathway of Light.

Do you know precious, precious ones of earth, do you know, when Life Streams have built human creation around them for many centuries thru their defiance to the Light, that still the Great Cosmic Light thru Myself permits My Flame to enfold each individual's Flame in the Heart with the Feeling, that there is still Hope before the cycle closes, that the individual may turn away from discord and up toward the Light, so the Higher Mental Body may fulfill Its Divine Plan? Therefore, the Hope that I give into every one's feeling, is to assist the Higher Mental Body to fulfill Its Divine Plan!

Hope is Feeling and that Feeling is Light! If you will
let enough Light from the Cosmic Beings and the Ascended Masters, in and around yourselves, there could be no more shadows! I hope you may feel and see this with Me this afternoon! May My Hope in you, expand by the Power of Light in your feelings and desire to fulfill the Divine Plan of your Life Stream with an Inflexible Determination which becomes Knowledge. May It charge you with the Inflexible Decision to move forward as the Master Presence of Light, to be a Magnet which draws the rest of mankind up into a like Perfection!

It is in the Great Mastery of Life released sometimes thru unascended beings and always thru Ascended Beings and Great Cosmic Beings, which should give Hope without limit to mankind to make conscious effort to cut away what has caused their limitations and distress; and to help them go forth and become Beings of Majesty, Power, Glory and Victory forever!

The Light which is given to the Life Streams of this world, is interwoven thru each one’s physical body, into the structure of the earth. It is much the same as the roots of a plant grow down into the ground. The Purpose of Life in doing that, was to pour forth Greater Light thru those Life Streams, to keep It expanding thru the substance of the earth, until the earth became the Glorious Beauty and Perfection of the Flame; but when discord comes to a certain point in its accumulation; and life time after life time, there is a defiance to the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan thru the individual, then the shadows accumulate and the darkness becomes very great. That is when the Great Cosmic Beings gazing upon the accumulation around a Life Stream, wait and watch to see if there is any way and means, by which the Hope of the Light may be expanded enough, for the Higher Mental Body to cut away the human creation and fulfill Its Divine Plan! When that is not possible, because of the accumulation of discord, then the Great Cosmic Law of Life takes command and does not let it build into the next cycle!

You are at just such a Cosmic Moment in the history of this world today. At the close of every Cycle, the cleansing takes place and the new order of the next Cycle is established, regardless of the advance or delay of any Life Stream upon the earth at that time! When that re-adjustment takes place, then all that is of the old must
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be consumed, and the new established according to the Divine Pattern of the Incoming Cycle! Those who are constructive will rejoice in the cleansing and the building of the Greater Perfection! Those who will not come the Way of Perfection, must be removed from the earth, held in abeyance within the compound, which is in the atmosphere of earth at a certain location. Those of mankind who are held there are no longer allowed to use any of Life's Energy to create any more discord.

When the removal of those Life Streams from the earth takes place, it is like pulling a plant out of the ground. You have to draw the roots and all that is around them out, in order to free the ground and plant something new and better. The world as it exists today, is in the throes of destruction, and it is like a physical body that is sick unto death. It is about to be operated upon, because that creation which has preyed upon mankind throughout the centuries, has got to leave the earth or there will be no more Hope here! It would make My Presence unnecessary in the Incoming Cycle, unless that beast is removed; and I am speaking of the war beast of the world—the accumulation of human selfishness and discord, that has gathered into a mass of destructive force, which is now whirling like a cyclone to do more damage.

I say to you, I come today to bring you Hope, the Feeling of My Light, the Feeling of the Cosmic Light to which Jesus referred, and the Beloved Goddess of Liberty and the Mighty Arcturus. I bring you the Feeling of Light that expanding to a certain point, fulfills the Requirement of the Cosmic Law for the Release of whatever is required to remove that accumulation from mankind forever.

As I would bring you Hope and continually turn your attention to the Light, as I would be the Reminder of what is ahead of you, what is the Goal of your attainment; so do I ask you to expand My Feeling of Light, My Hope to the rest of mankind wherever you move! Make the Positive Statement of the Truth of this Law of the "I AM" which gives Hope to Life Streams that cannot see very far ahead! BE the Expansion of My Light and My Love of Hope! Make them feel My Light and My Love, which will enable them to make greater effort on the Construc-
tive Side of Life and fulfill the Divine Mission of their Life Streams here!

I ask you to be My Hope to all Life and set It Free at your command! You need Me, for how do you feel, when you say you have lost hope? How do you feel, when you say you have given up all Hope! What is in your feeling world, when you speak those words? Disaster is it not? I know it not! Neither does your Saint Germain nor any Ascended Being! There is no disaster to your Beloved "Mighty I AM Presence," nor to Us!

So, if you don't want Me, I will not intrude Myself; but I think you do enjoy individuals who expand My Light and Love, when your struggle becomes great. Therefore, may I hold your hands whenever the shadows seem to pass, that you may not stumble on Life's Pathway; and may I whisper in your ears—"Be of Good Cheer," the road ahead is easier, than that which is behind! Go on and make greater effort and you shall be FREE!

Mankind is just like little children, exactly! They get wildly free sometimes and run away from home. They get very investigative and into much trouble. Then the weeping and wailing comes on until someone rescues them; but why do the cries go up so loud? To notify Us that they need help; and yet I speak within every Heart all the time—all the time, and the call in mankind's feeling is sometimes very great!

Blessed ones, even when appearances seem so overwhelming, people often say: "Well I hope there is some way out of this! I hope you are right"; and that is well, for when they hope for something better, then they don't rebel. Oh, that frightful rebellion in the feelings of mankind! Precious ones, Oh don't let it use you ever again! There is nothing that justifies it!

May I explain something else in the feelings! There is never, never, never any justification for a feeling of discord and condemnation, no matter what takes place! There is no such thing as righteous indignation, never was and never will be! May I warn you, what takes place sometimes in your feelings? Because sometimes a thing is a matter of principle, does not justify you in releasing a hard feeling against some other part of Life. That is where such frightful tragedies have occurred in religious wars and religious disagreements; because sometimes
when it was a religious issue, a principle that was at stake, individuals held the feeling that they were justified in hating; and that is a greater mistake than the misunderstanding of the principle, far greater; because may I again reiterate what your Beloved Saint Germain said: "Even mild dislike is hate." When you don't like somebody because they have done something that displeases you, that is hate my precious ones! I hope you see that this afternoon. Since "I AM" Hope, I shall charge you with My Own Quality so you may see that.

The moment something displeases, you are not justified in sending out unkind feeling to any other part of Life. You cannot do it and not pay, because you will pay! You are paying every hour! If you would just laugh things off, it would help you so greatly and I will pour the Power of My Hope, the Feeling of My Light to help you do that. Oh don't battle each other, please don't! You see the results in the outer world, precious ones!

War does not come from people who get along together nicely, does it? What makes war? One feeling after another that an individual is justified in sending forth some unkind thought, feeling or spoken word about something, or about what some other part of Life has done. If you will let Me, I will lift tons of pressure from your emotional bodies, if you will never do that thing again!

You don't know Real Joy, precious ones, until you know the Hope that you can give to individuals when you forgive them. To give and forgive is Divine and to give Hope to individuals by forgiving, is truly the work of the Masters and is Obedience to the Law.

Oh, the world needs you today! The world needs every ounce of Energy, Love and Blessing that can come forth from My Life Stream thru you! Give My Hope, the Feeling of My Light, the Light of My Love and the Love from My Heart, to all who are struggling under the discord of the outer world this hour! Give My Hope! BE My Hope to mankind! I have Unlimited Power! "I AM" Unlimited Power!

Never be a part of that which makes another lose Hope! It does not make any difference how discordant a condition seems to be, if We pour Light upon it, We can change it into God's Perfection and isn't that the Hope of the world? Isn't it the Hope of the Great Ones to get
mankind to stop the destruction; to turn their attention back to the “Mighty I AM Presence”—the Light and raise into the Ascension?

Won’t you call the Feeling of My Light into yourselves? When you see people about you who are discouraged, won’t you call the Power of My Light and the Flame of My Love of My Feeling, to flood them with the Hope of the Light, which like a Magnet draws their attention up to the Powers of Light, to set them Free from their distress?

Never allow yourselves to speak the words: “I can give you no Hope”! Don’t say those words! If there is something you do not wish to do to assist another just say: “I do not choose to do that now,” but never say those words—“I cannot give you any Hope”; because YOU CAN! So long as My Life Stream is interwoven thru the Heart of every human being on earth, you can always give Me to those who need Me! You can always give the Flame of Love from My Heart to help them be Free; and you must expand the Hope of the Light, if the world is to be Free! You must give into the people’s feelings, the Love of the Light, the Feeling of that Light; and as soon as you charge the Feeling of Light into an individual, you will see their Hope expanding.

Let Me give you this encouragement this afternoon! There is not a condition on the planet that all mankind can build; there is not any set of circumstances into which any individual can entangle himself or herself, that you cannot rise out of, if you will call for the Feeling of your “Mighty I AM Presence” and of My Light to be the Magnet to draw you up, until your attention is upon the Light long enough to cut the shadows away.

Since “I AM” all Hope to the earth and since the whole world needs Hope, I would like to pour My Radiance thru you and around you, that you may give It to others; and since “I AM” an Activity of the Golden Ray; since the Elohim and the God and Goddess of Peace are Mighty Manifestations of that Golden Ray; and since your Beloved Master Jesus is a Mighty Out-pouring of that Golden Ray; since the Physical Sun pours forth Its Mighty Golden Ray to the earth, then My Hope and all Hope within you, all Hope within all mankind is an Action of the Golden Flame from your “Mighty I AM Presence”
and Us, which if you will LET It expand, as It passes thru, will dissolve the shadows and let you go forward Free!

The Golden Flame is the Flame of Peace from the Heart of the Mighty Elohim of Peace, the God and Goddess of Peace, the Angels of Peace, the Temple of Peace, the Legions of Peace! The Golden Flame is the Out-pouring of Wisdom which brings Peace! The Golden Flame is the Out-pouring of Healing which brings Peace! The Golden Flame is the Out-pouring of Hope, thru which you may attain Peace!

When you charge your feelings with My Power of Light, what you ordinarily consider as Hope, which most of the time carries an indefinite feeling within you, if you will call for the Light of My Hope, you shall be charged with a Positive Force, that makes you know that My Hope is Absolute Assurance by the Power of Light of the Master "I AM Presence," which takes you thru to Victory.

May I ask you to remember that My Feeling of Hope, My Feeling of Light is no uncertain thing! My Life is a Positive Force of the Power of Light, and the Feeling of Light that is a Magnet which draws you up and out of the shadows. The human qualification of the word "Hope" is an uncertain thing in the feeling; but I wish you would get rid of that today! Don't have any feeling about My Radiation being uncertain. Know that when you call to Me and ask Me for the Flame of Hope, that "I AM" there with the Fire Element in a Positive Force, that like a Magnet seizes you and raises you out of those conditions that have been distressing.

My Hope is a Positive Force that knows naught but the Feeling and Victory of the Light! Therefore, when you call to Me, there is no need to waver and feel that maybe the help is coming and maybe It is not. When you call to Me, My Positive Feeling of Light is there to set you Free, and that comes in the Power of the Golden Flame! It always brings Peace! It holds Wisdom within Itself and It heals all things by Its own Quality.

My Feeling of Hope is a Positive Force, a Flame from My Heart that when It enters into the substance and the emotional body of an individual, charges it with Light; which is a raising action that goes forth and
expands thru individuals, and cuts away that which would weigh them down into destruction. Let My Hope, the Feeling of My Flame burn in you, until the Flame cuts thru and sets you Free for Eternity!

I think there has been a great deal of misunderstanding in mankind concerning the qualities and the feeling of We Three Beings of Cosmic Action! The Beloved Faith, I am sure this morning, the Minute Men realized was a Tangible Force and a very Positive Being; but Hope, which “I AM” is the Positive Power of Light and the Magnetic Pull of the Flame that raises mankind, thru the attention and thru the feelings, out of the shadows of distress. Your Beloved Charity can be as positive as anybody.

Don’t get the idea because human beings have considered certain qualities very gentle in this world, that the Cosmic Action of those Qualities is not Tremendously Positive, for It is; and if It were not, you would have been lost long ago. If the Great Love We have poured to the earth and the Positive Force which was within that Love, were not a Tremendous Cosmic Power, you would not have held to nor been held within the Light.

So in all these Cosmic “I AM” Qualities which We are pouring forth and which We offer to you for the Freedom of your fellow-man, remain dynamically positive within those Feelings, but EXTREMELY KINDLY! I ask you to be kind to each other and when the tendency would come—now pay attention to Me—when the tendency would come to speak a sharp word, ask yourself, if Jesus or Saint Germain or some Ascended Being might not stand beside the one to whom you speak. We are sometimes nearer to you than you dream; and just because you don’t see Us, does not mean We don’t know and see and feel what you do to Those We love!

Jesus gave the Reminder to the disciples when He left. His Admonition was to Love each other as He had loved them, and He had loved them EXTREMELY thru all their mistakes. Won’t you do that also! Sometimes, my beloved ones of Light, some of Us stand beside This Messenger many times, when you do not dream We are present. When you speak to each other, won’t you remember that We might be there too! If you speak unkindly in Our Presence, We must withdraw that which We have come
to give! Will you walk and talk with each other as you would, if We had already stepped thru? We are very near sometimes! The moment has to strike, when We must come thru! The hour is near, it has to come; and I am sure you would feel badly were you to speak unkindly in Our Presence, before Us, to someone else whom We Love.

Won’t you realize We love all! We love each one—one just as much as We love the other. While you might not love each other so much, won’t you respect Our Love to them, so We may come to all quickly! Please do that, for We can give you so much more! There is so much to give, precious ones! There is so much from Our Octave, that We want to bring into this physical world! There is so much you require! There is so much to be done thru the rest of mankind, which We can only do thru you. Won’t you love each other, as We have loved you!

Oh precious ones, precious ones, tragic it would be, if We spoke to you as you do to each other! That cannot enter into Our Octave of Light. We are trying to bring Our Light to stop those conditions on the earth, that are against the Fulfillment of the Divine Plan. Won’t you help us by never again uttering one word, that would be a release of any unkindness or critical feeling to each other; no matter what the mistakes, no matter what has been or ever will be, that is never justifiable before Life!

A very positive force is one thing, but an irritated unkind feeling is an impurity upon your Light, which We cannot use; but which the destructive forces do use to sustain the war longer; and to sustain the chains and the shadows that have caught mankind in their viciousness. You are people of the Light! You are Saint Germain’s Family of the Light! Therefore, there should never be a shadow where His Presence might come at any moment. There should never be a shadow where the Beloved Master Jesus would want to pour His Healing Rays! There should never be a shadow where the Beloved Precious Godfré would wish to give His Love! Won’t you BE My People of the Light, then you are out of the shadows forever!

My Hope to the world is the Feeling of Light! I have no use for the shadows. I must give only the Light! So if you will BE My Hope to the world, you will be My Light,
all of It! You will be the “I AM” Flame of Love from My Heart, that gives Hope to all Life—Hope to be Free from the shadows! You will be the Feeling of My Whole Life Stream and of My Cosmic Power to all Life this hour!

May I ask you again, please, please, please I plead with you, don’t remind anybody of the mistakes they have made; for My Hope is “I AM” Great Forgiving Light, charged with the Feeling of Love from My Heart which does not remember the mistakes of human shadows. I insist that you forget your own mistakes and that you are gracious enough to forget all others’ mistakes. Don’t remember your mistakes! Don’t remind others of their mistakes, and then I can reach you much more easily; and the Hope which “I AM,”—the Flame of Love and the Feeling from My Heart, shall make you the Hope of the World; shall make you the Flame of My Love, that as a Magnet shall draw all mankind up into the Light.

Your privilege is so great! The Vista that lies before you is so Infinite! The Power at your command is so Almighty! The Opportunity is the Greatest that has ever been before mankind; and I stand by your sides to help you release the Victory of the Light for which you stand! It is the “Mighty I AM Presence.” The Glory and the Heights to which you may attain are without limit! They are Eternal, and as the Sun in the heavens draws a plant unto Itself and turns the blossom towards the sun; so I ask you to be the Flame of Hope from My Heart, that will draw all Life up and out of the shadows and turn the attention of mankind unto the Light and Its Perfection! BE the Positive Power, the Hope to Life, that the Hour of Freedom is here and the Light is expanding, until the shadows are no more.

“I AM” the Magnet of Hope to all Life! Therefore, I clothe you in the Flame of Love from My Heart! BE My Feeling of Light and give all you contact the Positive Feeling of My Hope which gives them the opportunity to make their best effort; and MAKE THEM KNOW IT IS WORTH ALL EFFORT TO BE FREE.

“I AM” in your Heart—the Heart of every one here and in the Hearts of all mankind, and if I can abide within you, will you let your attention abide with Me within My Heart and help Me to set Life Free? Then We will give Saint Germain the Assistance He requires and one day,
every Life Stream to whom you have given Hope in the hour of darkness, will turn Its Love and Gratitude to you, in Blessing that is Eternal and which will glorify your world and increase your Cosmic Power unto the Ascension.

Those who have been Hope to others in darkness are blest by every Life Stream, when another Life Stream is set Free! When you raise one out of depression, the stars increase their Melodies, the Ascended Ones' Joy is increased and all Life is blest thereby.

As I live in the Hearts of all mankind, will you BE My Hope to set them Free! Let your attention come to Me and let us release the Light and Feeling of My Love, that will be the Hope of the world, until they are Saint Germain's Freedom and Victory of the Light forever!

I thank you, Beloved Ones!

GEMS OF LIGHT

SAINT GERMAIN

Feel the importance in your assistance given to others or in your patience with others; to feel that the opportunity for service is an opportunity to release the Great Light which not only expands your own, but renders that service outwardly.

* * * *

SAINT GERMAIN

Everything in the world in the use of the Light and the Activities and Powers of the Presence, is the most practical thing, the most natural thing that can possibly be used; because human creation and all its activity is unnatural, for it is usurping power that does not belong to it.
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BELOVED CHARITY'S DISCOURSE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

APRIL 16, 1944

EVENING

MY VERY Beloved Ones of the Light! I come to you tonight, to give you everything required to set you Free from the shadows and problems of human creation. May I pour into your feeling world tonight, the Ease, the Relaxation which comes only thru the Forgiving Love that is My Charity to the earth.

You know it is very charitable to give Love where unkindness has been. While I do not wish you to qualify My Out-pouring with what the general world terms charity, yet I want you to give It to all, until there is no need of charity. That which I give, which is My Out-pouring to the earth, is the Love that heals all. After all is said and done, that is the only thing which can be the balance or hold the balance against hate.

I want to show you before We are thru tonight, if you will bear with Me during the course of the evening's talk, what the Release can be for you into your entire world; when My Forgiving Love really enters you and the Flame from My Heart has burned Its Way clear thru! You may prattle about forgiveness intellectually, but you cannot forgive in the intellect. Your reason tells you that it is wise and expedient to obey the Law, but Forgiveness takes place in your feeling world.

When a feeling of unkindness arises within someone else and that one is pouring it to you, if you will quickly think of Me as enfolding you and pouring My Love to the other individual, I think you will very easily become acquainted with Me, to the point where My Tangible Presence will be with you often. Will you try that for awhile when you are trying to overcome problems, that might be just a little hard on the human! Many times you can forgive people if you are away from them, but it is not always so easy when they are still pouring unkindness to you day in and day out; but if that is the condition which surrounds you, call upon Me and ask for the Flame of My Loving Charity to enfold you; first of all, to shut out all discord.
and then, to expand into the other individual or condition and let My Love forgive them, until your Love can!

I trust I will be able to be something of a buffer between you and those conditions, until you get your balance a little and begin to feel Me, and then it will all be easy. If you will always feel Me standing between you and the condition which is distressing, I think it will be very much easier to hold control of yourself and keep repelled those forces, which would like to disturb you, in order to steal your energy to sustain their destructive activities.

They work on the plan of taking away something that belongs to someone else, qualifying it destructively and then they hold it for their own use. We reverse that process! We give of that which is Greater than the condition and We sustain and expand Our Love thru an individual or a condition, until We have given God in the place of all the discord to be held their permanently.

I often watch the struggle in the human feelings. The intellect tries so hard sometimes to make the feeling world act constructively, but the feelings are so rebellious and determined to have their own way. Sometimes the house divided against itself is in very great turmoil, but strange to say, when I approach the shadows flee. If mankind will listen to Me, the problems will be dissolved.

It sounds very simple tonight, doesn’t it? Well you are in My Radiation, that is why. It is easy for Me, because I know better than to bind any part of Life in the discord of the human will, even if I had a human will to bind it. That I would not do, and until all can give Complete Freedom, then there is always more or less reaction of something that would bind them; and since I know better than to want to limit a Life Stream to what My Will might choose, then “I AM” Loving Charity! “I AM” Loving Feeling! “I AM” the Loving Freedom that gives complete release!

It is quite all right to drive and bind destructive forces within the Circle of Blue Flame and hold them bound, but you cannot bind the Higher Mental Body nor the “Mighty I AM Presence” of any Life Stream; so when you are having to deal with individuals, many times, those individuals are on the whole constructive, or at least they desire to be; but sometimes their human creation rushes
forward—sometimes destructive forces are preying upon them; and when disturbance is created, then you need Me to quickly pour the Flame of My Forgiving Love upon it, until you can catch your balance and hold the guard that keeps the condition shut out.

I think I can help you tonight, to overcome many habits that have caused you constant distress throughout the centuries; because there is a mass accumulation of those habits in the feeling world of practically all mankind. There are habits of feeling of which people know very little; but this good Messenger several times, has given you a reminder on a Decree to annihilate the cause and effect of all discordant feelings within you, known or unknown; because many times things act in your feeling world which you think are constructive, when in reality they are not; not that feelings become so flagrant as to intrude themselves, but there are so many little subtle quiet feelings which are motives. They make you do things from the pressure of feeling, whose motive your intellect would not accept. It is those subtle things acting unknown to you, that We need to root out and replace now with the Light—"The Light of God that never fails!"

I know of no way to relax your bodies any easier than to just love Me. If you will let the Flame of Love from My Heart come into your feeling world, you will be relaxed; because "I AM" the Freedom of Loving Charity; in other words, Loving Forgiveness!

I shall explain a very subtle Action of the Law to you tonight, which reaches deep into your feelings and many times you do not even know it. Many times you do things and call on the Law of Forgiveness from a sense of duty; because you know what you have done is disobedience to the Law; and you feel you are going to make that human come into line and forgive the person or condition. You think you do, but when you have that feeling of battle, it is not forgiveness! There is a vast difference between the Positive Feeling of Mastery and the feeling of fight or battle because battle is fear!

"I AM" Loving Charity, Loving Forgiveness, the Loving Feeling of the Light, which gives of Itself to melt the discord. So when you really want the Law of Forgiveness to be set into action, will you stress Loving Forgiveness? In other words, will you feel that Ease, Kindness
and Relaxation in the feelings, which is just happy and grateful to give something nice in the place of the hard human feelings.

You know "I AM" a very Comfortable Person! "I AM" Powerful like Beloved Faith, but not just exactly the same way. You would be amazed how Powerful can become My Feeling of Loving Forgiveness! I can turn on a Pressure of the Energy which entering the feeling world stills, everything else, settles it! and then It makes you so comfortable that you wonder, how in the world you could have ever felt discordant; or how it ever happened that you could have ever felt discordant! That Comfortable Energy is what I wish to convey to you tonight. That is the Feeling I want you to accept from Me on a moment's notice. Between two seconds, I can flash It thru your emotional body and still the whirls of your energy that otherwise might get caught in the whirls of someone's else energy, in his or her emotional body and a cyclone ensue.

Do you know how often you get caught in the cog-wheels of each other's feelings? You have a slang phrase that very aptly describes what takes place in the emotional body, when you often say: "That person gets into my hair." That means something gets tangled up. That is what happens in your emotional bodies, if you do not keep My Loving Charity in command; but if you will love Me and call My Qualities into action—after you have called to your "I AM Presence" first, then that Flame from My Heart can blaze around you and grow brighter and brighter; and expand further and further, until the Pressure becomes so great, that those who come near you, will take on your feeling of—Oh well, what I thought was so disturbing, just isn't at all. You will be able to take out of the feelings of others, the tendency or the determination to stir up trouble. They might start toward you with that intent, but when they touch My Flame they change their minds. How easy! Isn't that nice!

You don't know Me very well, beloved ones, and yet "I AM" very necessary in your Feeling world! Many times, when you make the call for the Law of Forgiveness to come forth and act, your "Blessed I AM Presence" often floods thru you a Wave of Its Love, then you are more comfortable for the time being; but if something
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disturbing crosses your pathway and it is something which irritates you, the feeling that was so comfortable a moment before, suddenly becomes recharged with the other person's irritation. With My Flame that is not the case! Not all mankind on earth can disturb Me! "I AM" the Flame and the Pressure of that Flame of Loving Charity, Loving Forgiveness; the Loving Power of the Light which like a search light, goes thru the darkness and the darkness is no longer!

I want to explain to you tonight, if I may, what it means to call forth the Activity from the Great Cosmic Beings who have offered you Their Assistance; for in the Cosmic Action of these "I AM" Qualities, there is a Pressure within the Flame which is terrific Power, and against that the human qualities cannot stand. If you were to take an ordinary blue gas flame and hold it against the side of a battle ship made of steel, you would not melt that steel plate. It might get a little hot, but that is about as far as you could penetrate it; but you can take a blow torch of the Same Flame, with a pressure behind it that is concentrated and hold it there, and it will cut thru like a hot knife would a piece of butter. That is exactly the difference between the Forgiveness which you call forth from just your own conscious effort, and My Cosmic Power of the Flame of My Loving Charity from My Heart.

If I could get each one of you to completely forgive lovingly, every activity of Life that has ever crossed your path which displeased you, I could heal your bodies almost on the instant; and there would not one muscle in your bodies be out of place; nor one nerve, if your forgiveness were complete; and if My Pressure of the Cosmic Flame of My Loving Charity were charged into it. It is a matter of momentum gained. You have not forgiven long enough to have drawn a Great Pressure of the Feeling of Love thru the Light Ray, which you would be directing into a condition or to a person charged with Forgiveness.

I would offer an idea for your acceptance. When you do call your "I AM Presence" to charge thru you Its Forgiveness, ask that It be made Eternal and Invincible, then no human quality can affect It. I offer you the Power of My Loving Charity. My Love within the Light—in other words, the Flame from My Heart within a Ray of Light. It is My Cosmic Momentum of having forgiven all that
has ever been called forth on earth, which was of human discord.

You must forgive all, if all that is before you is to give you all of Itself. Jesus said in these Words: “Father forgive them, for they know not what they do”! There never were truer words spoken, for people when they send forth discordant thought, feeling or spoken word, do not know what they do to their own feeling world.

Wherever I have seen human creations, then I have forgiven their existence in the Universe, and passed the Flame from My Heart thru them and changed their Quality. I move everywhere with that Action, and hence I have a Great Momentum or Great Pressure of the Flame within those Light Rays, which I send forth with My Loving Feeling of Light; which I give into the shadows to change their qualities; to burn out their qualities and leave My Love in their place. That is My Loving Charity to Life everywhere.

From a protective standpoint, I can give you nothing more powerful! I might refer to an instance which will show you just how powerful the Cosmic Law answers individuals who will maintain My Loving Charity; for My Loving Forgiveness is the Release of the Great Light wherever they move and into all conditions. Why do you think at that time in the earth’s history, when the people on the surface of the earth did not want to slaughter the hordes sent against them; why do you suppose the Cosmic Law opened the earth for them to go into the center and live within Pelleur’s Domain? Remember, none have been invited since! Why do you think they were offered that opportunity by the Great Cosmic Law of Life? Because they were determined to put the Authority of Light first, to abide within that and refuse to be a part of the destructive thing sent against them. Because they were Inflexible, the Cosmic Law solved the problem by Its Great Loving Charity. It gave them a Home in the Light in the Center of the earth, and the hordes found none to slaughter.

May I offer you that as a simile in your outer world experience? If you will always put your Presence first and maintain that, then to everything that crosses your pathway, be My Loving Forgiveness of the Light, your feeling world would never be disturbed. Your Energy
would blaze and be flooded with My Light and when your “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Ascended Host saw, that you could not be disturbed again, everything would be yours on the moment for the asking.

One phase of My Loving Charity, which I think will enable you to let go of habits of feeling, thoughts of criticism and condemnation, and which will quickly enable you to let go of those habits, will be in Great Forgiving kindness, to make excuses for someone’s else discord, but keep it outside of the Flame of Love around you, which I offer from My Heart. If you will repel the discord, without criticizing and condemning the one who sends it forth, you may shut these things out and always keep your own world Harmonious and Pure.

Never excuse yourselves! Never make an excuse to yourself for your own short comings—just say to your “I AM Presence”; in regard to all wrong impulses: “If I have done this thing again, it is the end! See it never occurs again and keep me so keenly alert and obedient to you, that it can never happen again. Take your stand that you are determined it shall not occur again!” Be as firm as a Rock of Gibraltar in regard to your own short comings, but make allowances for those of others with My Loving Charity; and with your Love and My Love pouring into a condition, I think We will very easily dissolve your problems; give you Greater Protection; keep the way open for your supply to reach you and keep you extremely happy.

You cannot be unhappy, when you are filled with My Loving Forgiveness! You could not possibly be unhappy—it is not possible to be held within My Love and be unhappy, because My Love is stronger than your unhappiness. Therefore, I would command it out—out into the Violet Flame and My Love will take its place! It is just as easy as that, once you establish the habit of never letting yourselves speak one word that hurts another part of Life. If you will just bridle that impulse for a few times, you will find you do not want to speak the thing that would stir up discord.

I think I can help you a great deal tonight, to rise out of some of these troublesome conditions, if you will not allow your intellect to argue back and forth with yourself, within your mind. Shut that thing off! Don’t let
that under any guise or pretense, make you believe you are right. You do not need to look on both sides of the question in order to be sure you are making no mistake. Call your “Beloved Mighty I AM Presence” to take possession of you and see you do NOT make ANY mistake ever again! When there is an argument, there is no Light; because argument is shadow! It is discord! Argument is battle and therefore does not contain anything but misqualified energy! In argument, you may express all the right ideas in the world, but if they are charged with the feeling of resistance and battle, the other person who is arguing with you does not even let them in; because there is a repellant force coming from the other person to battle against those ideas.

So will you let My Loving Charity dissolve the habits of argument? When a thing is a Statement of the Law, that is a Law, and do you know regardless of experiences to the contrary, that you cannot argue about a Law? Most people attempt to, but you really cannot argue about a Law—I mean the Great God Laws of the Universe. The law of mathematics says to you, two plus two is four. Is there any argument about that? Can anybody argue against that? Could two plus two be five or three or anything else? Well then, the Law is the Law! You don’t have to argue! It is Self-evident, which means God-evident—evident by the Light of God.

Just so is the Law of My Loving Forgiveness; the Law of My Charity, My Love. The Flame from My Heart in the Ray of Light that goes forth from Me, is Self-evident Perfection, Mastery and Protection. That can be so charged around you, as you make the call and increase the momentum, that It becomes as hard for destructive forces to enter as it would be to get into the Ascended Masters’ Octave and do you think “I AM” going to allow those forces to get into that?

Don’t you see how impossible it is for destructive forces to succeed, if you really place your “I AM Presence” first and the Ascended Masters are accepted? When you have called to Them to release Their Powers around you, do you think destructive forces are stronger than We are? You know better! That is Self-evident! It is God-evidence!

Then when you will keep your own energy qualified
with My Loving Charity you will remain happy, no mat-
ner what is around you; and when We can depend on you 
being permanently happy in your feeling world, calling 
Our Flame of Protection about that, and We watch that 
for weeks or months and no flare takes place, then can 
We give you those Experiences for which you have called, 
and which at a certain point on the Path you must have; 
because they are the release of more Power which you 
become privileged to use; but your feeling world has to 
be as calm as a lake, for many many weeks without inter-
ruption, if the Great Ones are to come thru in Their 
Tangible Bodies and be with you sometime each day; to do 
thru Their Radiation and Their Love what They alone can 
do and which They alone are privileged to do.

So tonight, will you remind yourselves that you do 
need the Flame of My Loving Charity, My Loving For-
giveness drawn into the substance of your emotional 
body, into the substance of your feeling world; if you are 
to maintain that Forgiveness permanently?

May I remind you of the necessity of forgiving your-
selves as well as others? Did you ever think about for-
giving your own mistakes? Well, who else can forgive 
your mistakes? Others can forgive their effects upon 
their worlds, but since you made those mistakes, you must 
give God in place of them; that is what Forgiveness is. 
So you can forgive each other as to the effect of that radi-
ation of energy poured out; but the cause each one must 
forgive himself, within himself and put his God in the 
place where the human mistake has been. That is the 
reason you were asked today, to never again remind any-
one of his or her mistakes, and please do not remember 
your own—ever again!

If you are conscious that you have made a mistake 
say: “I call on the Law of Forgiveness with the strength 
of every atom of my being!” Use the Violet Consuming 
Flame and ask your “Mighty I AM Presence” to build in 
its place Eternal Invincible Perfection; and then close the 
subject and don’t let the intellect argue within you con-
cerning it. You would be surprised when your attention 
is sometimes called to a thing that displeases you, in how 
many hours of your Life’s energy you keep milling that 
thing over in your mental and feeling world; until you 
build just as it were a cyclone that stands waiting; and
on the next opportunity, when a similar condition comes up, it pushes forward again and throws you into the same discordant feeling.

That is why you must train yourselves to shut off the remembrance and the discussion of that which has been a mistake, whether it be your own or someone's else. A mistake is energy already released! You can ask your "Mighty I AM Presence" to reach Its Hands out, seize the energy, purify it with the Violet Consuming Flame; and charge it with the Ascended Masters' Consciousness, Happiness and Eternally Sustained Manifestation of Perfection. Once you have done that, would there be any Wisdom in going back over the experience again, again and again and repeating it to others?

Would you not again be resetting the pattern for a like experience in the future? When you do that, you are ruining the future with the pictures of the past. Please don't ever do that, not even once again. If the Great Law of Life has already provided a way and means of dissolving your mistakes, why remember them? Suppose you were a student of mathematics and you added up a column of figures and made a mistake; and then you rubbed it out, did it over again and got the right answer; but if every time you added another problem you kept remembering the mistake you had already made, in the Name of God how would you ever graduate? Well, that is what you are doing with Life, when you keep recording your mistakes and the mistakes of others.

Think, precious ones tonight, what would be in your worlds this hour, if all the energy you have sent forth repeating and watching others' mistakes had been qualified with My Loving Charity! You would be in Our Octave, or if you had chosen to remain here, you would be Magnificent Beings of Beauty and Perfection and without any limitation, to render your service as long as you chose to remain in this octave.

If all the energy that has been sent forth repeating others' mistakes, describing conditions that were less than Perfection, were qualified with the Flame of Love from My Heart, what do you think would be in your worlds this hour? What do you think would be in your America, if every one in this room had used all the energy of each one's Life Stream, and sent it forth charged with the
Flame of Love from the Heart of your "Mighty I AM Presence," the Flame of Love from My Heart and the Heart of the Other Ascended Beings?

Do you not see there is only one thing that chains you to your limitations and that is your lack of Forgiveness! Oh precious ones, forgive everybody and everything, because it is all Life! Forgive it because someone has placed a discordant quality upon it; and just release the Flame of My Loving Forgiveness in its place and BE My Loving Charity to all!

If you only knew how happy "I AM" all the time, because I forgive everything by giving My Love everywhere! I have not one moment, when I am not extremely happy and permanently so! "I AM" Life and have attained That State of Consciousness! You are Life and may attain It, if you so desire; but you will never attain It, by calling to Me one moment and the next having your own way, by releasing any feeling that you choose against Life.

Life holds you responsible every instant for every feeling you send forth against any other part of Life; so in order to be Free from the results of your own mistakes, you must forgive all other mistakes and your own as well. This seems like a big task, and yet after a few times trying, it is a great joy to stand calm and serene in the Great Masterful Feeling of the Power of your Love and let the storm break around you and part and go on its way, but never enter into your energy. That is Mastery! That is Cosmic Power and the Pressure in the Flame of Love from My Heart which goes into a condition to forgive it. It will change all habits, of everything if you will so decide it, decree it and stand by your own decision.

"I AM" not limited as to the amount of Cosmic Power I can release, for I can draw Unlimited Pressure and send It forth within any Flame that I choose, qualified by the Light which burns Its Way thru everything. Habits are so much more deeply seated in the feelings than you dream; yet My Loving Charity, My Loving Forgiveness can change your habits over night, if you really decide to do it.

I want you to watch your intellects and watch that feeling world of yours. You decide a thing in your intel-
lect and then give it its own way in your feeling. That is why the struggle is on. You decide not to do a thing in the intellect and in the feelings you give it its own way; and you wonder why it is not possible to fulfill your plans and do the things you decide you want. The intellect and the feeling world must agree and when the intellect knows a thing is right and decides to do it, then you should take command of that feeling world and say: "Now listen to me! In my mental world I have decided thus and so! I command all the energy in my feeling world to take on this quality which I have decided shall be out-pictured thru me. Now obey me! and remember no more, the shadows of yesterday"!

When you talk to the energy in your feeling world like that, you put it on notice that it is going to do a certain thing and going a certain way and that you are its Master. You will have to do that some day; then you will be as firm as a mountain and yet remain at ease in your feelings. Then you will have rest! Then you will have relaxation! Then will you have wealth! Then will you have everything your heart desires, if you will not hold any hard feelings within you for months or years, because of something that happened months or years ago.

Ninety percent of the Power and Success of forgiving is forgetting, and you CAN if you want to! When you say to your "Mighty I AM Presence," if there is a little struggle: "Mighty I AM Presence' annihilate the etheric record and all momentum of that thing." If you insist on it, the Presence will reach Its Hand down there and do it at once; but don't think you can use This Law to forgive a thing one moment with the deliberate intent to do it over again the next time you get a chance; because you will find neither your Presence nor We will take it out of your world, if you have the intent to do it over again. If your intention is sincerely to stop, then you make your call and every Being of Light in the Universe will rush to your assistance; but if underneath there is the desire just to get rid of the discordant reaction with none too firm an intent not to do it again, you will find you will stay right there in the middle of the problem.

I want so much tonight, to give you such release, such relief in your bodies from strain and tension of any kind, and from every bit of distress! I want so much to dissolve
every particle of substance that is not the Beauty and Perfection of your Higher Mental Bodies! The Cosmic Law is willing to do that, when It sees that you are fiercely determined and will never again yield to humoring your human. Yet you must not hate your human! I know sometimes you get out of patience with it, because it has been so troublesome thru the centuries and still is! It has not lost any of its discordant qualities, but at the same time, that still is not an excuse for those hard feelings within you.

You can take your firm stand and say: "I AM' Master! Thus and so shall not be again," but not with a feeling of battle and hate. Therein lies the secret of the qualities in your feeling world that you must forgive, and replace with the Great Calm Mastery of that "I AM Presence" above you and of the Ascended Masters, which at all times control limitless Energy the way They choose. It is necessary occasionally to explain a situation wherein certain facts must be known, in order to decide on the way to remedy a condition; but as soon as it can be spoken of in an absolutely neutral way, so far as your feelings are concerned—you can state facts and say: "thus and so has to be changed," all the time then your feeling world remains protected. Even then it is not wise to keep your attention too long upon the discord of things that need to be changed. Take it up a little at a time, if it be discordant, decide what you have to do, make your calls and take your mind right off of it; then it does not get your feelings disturbed and does not hold your attention long enough, to drag other destructive things to you.

Do you know how much more quickly Divine Justice could reach you, if you were always My Loving Charity to all conditions! Divine Justice would come to you very much more quickly, because many times when the Goddess of Justice, your "I AM Presence" or the Ascended Masters, want to adjust a condition and are ready to bring you a balance and help solve your problems; if you are under tension, that solution cannot come to you, because the tightness, the hardness in the feeling, is a repellent force and just pushes away again, that which is waiting to solve your problem. This happens thousands of times with the students. You sometimes are just to the point where just a little bit more steadiness and you would have
in your hands, the things for which you have been calling; but in an unguarded moment when you become irritated, a sudden flare goes forth. That flare not only repels people, but it repels from your world, the things you have been calling to you, which are the Perfection of the Light.

So may I help you tonight, to dissolve every habit in your feeling world, every habit which is a pull upon your attention; that in any way keeps you under a feeling of criticism or condemnation, either of others or yourselves? I will pour to you often, beloved ones, the Flame of Loving Forgiveness from My Heart, because I want to insulate you, if you will let Me, against the mass criticism of mankind.

Your Beloved Saint Germain explained there is a layer of energy and vibratory action, within that which is the mass accumulation of the octave in which so much criticism of mankind accumulates. If you insist on these repellent feelings going forth from you, you are in attunement with the rest of mankind’s criticism! The first thing you know, you have contacted somebody and there is a whirlwind of that around you; the next thing you find yourself doing it, when you did not want to. That happens thousands and thousands of times with everybody!

I want to explain another thing, many of you have not understood. There are certain people who have certain qualities in their feeling world that when you come into their atmosphere there is something that wants to make you chatter—a nervous rapid talkative feeling comes on. Then when you leave the individual, you go home and are out of patience with yourself because you gave way to that impulse. Watch that tendency! Conquer it, and the next time you come into that person’s atmosphere, remain calm and silent until that impulse in you gets under control.

There are certain feelings in individuals, sometimes it is a sense of embarrassment, sometimes it is a nervous tendency that makes that thing occur, and I would protect you from it; because when you chatter, the next thing you know you have said things you would give anything almost to have left unsaid. These are the habits which must be conquered in your feeling world!

So tonight, as you have been so courteous in your acceptance of Me, so shall I offer again to stand by your
side and keep pouring the Flame from My Heart clothed in a Ray of Light and charged with My Loving Forgiveness, to hold It about you, until We dispose of the rest of the human creation and let you have your Freedom more quickly.

For the benefit of those who might be raising children or teachers who have children to handle, don’t remind children of their mistakes! Don’t hold that over them as a weight or a threat of any kind! That is unfortunate, very unfortunate to a sensitive child. If something is a mistake just say: “Well let’s forget that. It was a misuse of God’s Energy! We will call on the Law of Forgiveness and call Perfection to take its place—and ‘Mighty I AM Presence’ and Ascended Host, don’t ever let us do that again.”

The same thing is true in the management of a business. If people make mistakes—I don’t mean to allow carelessness to manifest, never! but if mistakes occur, which they occasionally do, say: “Well let us call on the Law of Forgiveness! Now ‘Mighty I AM Presence’ put Your Perfection in its place and the Seven Mighty Elohim stand guard and hold Perfection in the future,” but I plead with you, don’t allow yourselves to make someone feel uncomfortable because he or she has made a mistake. If a thing has been done, it has been done! Forget it and waste no time, until you replace it with Perfection.

Place everything you do on an explanation of the Law, and make all your daily activities a constant watching of the Action of the Law; so you may become keenly alert to Its Inner Actions, as well as Its Outer activities; then you will catch many things ahead of time and prevent disastrous results. I plead with you, conquer the feeling of getting any satisfaction out of scolding someone for having done something wrong! Don’t make someone feel bad because a mistake has occurred! Who is there who has not made mistakes? While you are unascended, a mistake may occur at any time in the future; so if you make others feel uncomfortable because a mistake has been made, don’t forget that discomfort will come back to you and someone will do the same thing to you.

How long do you think the human family has been told the Golden Rule? How many centuries do you think that Reminder of Life has been given to mankind? It is just as true today as it was a million years ago or will be a million
years hence: “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.” So unless you will pour out your Loving Kindness, your Loving Forgiveness and My Charity, then it is not possible for Life to give those qualities back to you when something goes wrong, for you have shut them out of your world. You must give them if Life is to give them back to you!

So let us remember not the mistakes of others, but just the Loving Charity that is Life’s reminder to Us all. How kind and loving Life is, when It provides a way and means to erase the mistake and build Perfection in its place; and sustain and expand forever, weeding out the destructive etheric record that it may not even be remembered anywhere by Life.

Do you not think Life is Loving Charity, when It allows you to go on trying and trying again in the face of all mistakes in the past! Life is very kind to you and I try to be. Now I want you to be My Loving Forgiveness of Light wherever you move. Oh, if you only knew the Freedom that would bring, you would never again hold one feeling of unkindness, battle or rebellion against any part of Life. You would just say: “‘Mighty I AM Presence’ I forgive it and forget it! Take it into Your Heart! Wipe it out of the Universe! Love me and let me pour out Your Perfection forever”! There is not a thing you could not have almost on the moment, if that were your constant feeling within your Life.

You know someone reminded this Messenger the other day of a phrase that used to be used years ago in the society world and the business world too, when people did wrong things to another—the expression used was—“forgive me,” and that is well; but later on that became changed to “pardon me,” and that is not a good expression. Do you know why? Because a pardon is a reference to a criminal accusation, and that is wrong to use as a habit of speech. Use “forgive me or excuse me,” but don’t use the other phrase! Those were just sinister subtle suggestions which became habits in people, but they out-picture the qualities and conditions which they represent.

To use the words “forgive me” is very much better than to use “I am sorry.” You don’t want sorrow in your world and you know you don’t, then why say so? You put the “I AM” first and the “sorry” back of it and you wonder
why it out-pictures. You can say, “forgive me or excuse me,” then you give obedience to the Law and your Life energy is not constantly out-picturing those things that mean greater limitation to you.

So tonight, will you let Me be the Pressure of the Cosmic Power of Loving Charity in your feelings? Won’t you LET ME IN—at least the Flame of Love from My Heart? Will you LET the Flame of Love from My Heart walk the earth thru you, and forgive all human qualities and BE the Flame of Love from My Heart that sets all Free? I will enter in, when you invite Me! I will not intrude ever, but if you choose to accept My Offer and we walk side by side thru the atmosphere of earth, I can do thru you that which gives release everywhere and heavy hearts will sing again; because they have forgotten the shadows into which they looked of their own Free Will and became caught in the discord of those conditions.

LET the “I AM” Students be Loving Charity, Loving Forgiveness to all Life and BE the Relaxation and the Perfection which is the Great Poised Mastery that Life requires everywhere, if Its Powers are to be entrusted to your direction.

I want to remind the audience again tonight, all you beloved ones of the Light, when We or this Messenger speak of the Power of Our Love, it has nothing to do with what the outer world terms love. Please remember that distinction, for Our Love is so far removed from the qualities that mankind impose upon that word that there is no semblance. Our Divine Love is Purity, Peace, Mastery and Perfection without limit, and Loving Forgiveness of all human qualities; and yet It is that Great Selfless Service and Kindness without limit, which offers even into the depths of the compound, the Great Light Rays of Our Life to dissolve the human and raise all Life into all that is Divine. It has nothing to do with personal attachment, and the gratifying of the senses thru entertainment in the feelings that sink you into oblivion if it is continued.

Purify yourselves constantly! BE My Loving Charity and you will know Freedom, Victory, Opulence and Mastery such as no group of people on this earth ever manifested in any age; and you can become the Custodians of that which Saint Germain is waiting to release into the outer world to build the Cities of Light, the Magnificence
of the Incoming Golden Age that will be a joy to all Life forever and which will be Eternal thru all the centuries.

That which is coming forth and which is so magnificent, is not lightly conferred upon people who are not strong enough or worthy to be Its Custodians or the Directors of Its Activities under Him. Betray not His Trust to America nor her people! Release not your own human feelings and gratification of your physical senses at the expense of the safety of your nation and the lives of your children. Everything in your feeling world affects those you hold near and dear; affects the Nation in which you live and affects the opportunities ahead of you.

Purify yourselves! Keep your attention unto the Heights! BE My Loving Forgiveness to all and I will show you what it means to be trusted by the Ascended Ones, with Powers that mankind as yet do not comprehend. You may be the Vanguard of the mankind of earth! The “I AM” Ascended Master Youth in five years can be the Outstanding Lights of the world, if they will listen to Me tonight, and give the obedience which enables Life to protect them against that thru which they must move, in order to build anew all Life wants to bring forth for the Freedom and Blessing of all.

So tonight, in that Flame of Love which goes forth from My Heart, I give to you whatever you require, to set you Free from the habits of all feeling and speech that do not give you your Mastery. Then, you may wield your Mastery for the Freedom of your Nation and the Blessing of your fellow-man.

These Great Qualities and Activities are innate within the Life of mankind of this world—FAITH, HOPE AND CHARITY! My Loving Forgiveness is interwoven into your Life Streams and the Flame of those Qualities must go forth thru you, if you are to be held in Perfect Balance and release the Mastery which is your Freedom and ultimately the Ascension; but until then, your service to Saint Germain and the Other Great Ones of Light is your gratitude in Action to Him, for what He has done for you.

We Three work together—FAITH, HOPE AND CHARITY! Loving Forgiveness is an Activity which consumes and prevents distress, for discord can never touch the Life Streams of those of you who will let Us pour Our
Presence thru you, walk the earth with you and hold you Free.

I bless this day as never was a day blessed before, because of the opportunity for Our Out-pouring to reach the earth thru you. Now that It has been anchored within the structure of the earth and It is going forth to the Forces of the Elements, may you move forward and be the Open Door thru which Our Flame pours forth constantly; and let that go on and on, and on, until It expands and frees all Life everywhere forever.

Remember in My Loving Forgiveness is a Happiness that nothing else can bring. I will see that you are always happy, when you remember Me and stand obedient to your “Mighty I AM Presence” and Saint Germain; for the Freedom of your Nation and the release of the Light to the earth which is its Great Victory forever.

I bear to you tonight Saint Germain’s Love and His Gratitude to you for the acceptance in your feeling world, this day, of the Out-pouring We have offered! He sends you His Love and Blessings and pours forth His Freedom thru My Love, when you will LET ME IN. May the Love of My Heart be very tangible to you and thru you and all you meet.

From tonight forth may you be so relaxed that never again will you know distress. I want you Free! I love you! The world needs you and America must have your Light! If my Forgiveness can help you, then “I AM” there at a moment’s call; and let us BE this Light which floods America now and lifts her into Saint Germain’s Heart forever!

May Love, Wisdom and Power—FAITH, HOPE AND CHARITY flood you forever and make you His Freedom and Victory of the Light to the world, until your Ascension!

Thank you, and good night!
GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE, ASCENDED
MOST RECENT AND UNPUBLISHED "I AM" DECREES

3 PREAMBLES

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" THE OVERWHELMING COSMIC FORCE OF THE COSMIC VICTORY OF THE COSMIC LIGHT OF A THOUSAND SUNS, that

Now prevents all human mistakes, desires, habits, feelings, limitations, problems and struggle; and every thought, feeling, spoken word or act that does not produce perfection from acting to or thru .....................................................; and Annihilating (3) it all, cause, effect, record and memory before it can act or approach upon Life longer; for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Overwhelming Cosmic Force of the Cosmic Violet Consuming Flame of a Thousand Suns that now blazes thru their brains and bodies; WALKS the earth thru them; FIRES them awake and BLASTS them free and makes them all the OVERWHELMING COSMIC FORCE of Saint Germain's Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Purity, Freedom, Victory, Protection and Perfection; that Now takes possession, produces Perfection and holds Dominion; stands forever on guard, reigns Supreme Now with Full Power; Fulfills the Divine Plan, sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; and is the ONLY PRESENCE acting today and forever, in ONE MIGHTY STROKE, Now and for all Eternity! (Repeat I after each line)

OH, "MIGHTY I AM"! (3)

etc. (Blue Ray Form)

FILL IN THE BLANK SPACE ABOVE WITH:

a. Our Beloved Don and all in the National Defense;
b. All Saint Germain's "I AM" Activities, Our Beloved Don; all the Younger Generation; all the "I AM" Ascended Master Youth; all the Incoming Children; all in the National Defense; all Prisoners from America in Foreign Lands; all the wounded; all prisoners of war; all our Beloved Attorneys and Accountants; the Three Americas, Ourselves and all under This Radiation; all those cases and stop orders on the mails; all our "I AM" Schools and all schools;

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Violet Consuming Flame; the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love and Peace from the Great Central Sun; the Power and Action of the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love and Peace from the Electronic Belt around the Physical Sun and from the Planet Venus, that instantly annihilates (3) all accumulation of discordantly qualified energy in the emotional bodies of all mankind; that NOW takes possession, produces Perfection and holds Dominion; stands forever on guard; reigns Supreme Now with Full Power; fulfills the Divine Plan, sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; today and forever, in ONE MIGHTY STROKE, NOW and for all Eternity (Repeat I after each line)

OH, "MIGHTY I AM"! (3)

etc. (Blue Ray Form)
3. RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love, Peace and Purity, that now goes into the mental and feeling world, the minds and bodies of all who are in pain and distress; and I command that pain and all disturbance in the emotional body be at Peace thru the Power and Authority of the Mighty Elohim of Peace, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Electrifying "Mighty I AM Presence" and Overwhelming Cosmic Force of the Cosmic Unified Flame of a Thousand Suns and the Cosmic Flame of Peace from the Heart of the Mighty Elohim of Peace; that now takes possession, produces Perfection and holds Dominion; stands forever on guard; reigns Supreme Now with Full Power; fulfills the Divine Plan, sustained and expanded by the Sacred Fire without limit; and is the ONLY PRESENCE acting; today and forever, in ONE MIGHTY STROKE, NOW and for all Eternity! (Repeat after each line)

OH, "MIGHTY I AM"! (3)

etc. (Blue Ray Form)

* * * *

4. RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Flame of Love and Peace from the Heart of the Elohim of Peace, flooding thru the structure of the earth and holding the Power there that prevents physical violence acting against our people; for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Electrifying, etc., etc.

(Same as No. 3)

* * * *

5. RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" VICTORY'S COSMIC LEGIONS OF THE ANGELS OF COSMIC VICTORY in the atmosphere of earth, preventing everything acting that would bring revolution into America or that would cause destruction within her borders or hatred against her people; for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Electrifying, etc., etc.

(Same as 3 and 4)

* * * *

6. RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" cut Free, forever Free, from the mass pressure and action of doubt and fear; selfishness and discord, and from all race consciousness that is not the Victory, Freedom, Purity and Perfection of the Light, for

"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Electrifying, etc., etc.

(Same as 3, 4 and 5)
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RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for
"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Substance of the Cosmic Light of Thousands of Suns, closing in upon every threat against America and her people and dissolving it before it can act or approach, for
"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Electrifying, etc., etc.
(Same as above)
* * *

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for
"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Victory of all the Divine Desires of my being and world in everything I do; and "I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Heart of Cosmic Love and Gratitude that dissolves everything else from my pathway today and forever; for
"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Electrifying, etc., etc.
(Same as above)
* * *

RAISE YOUR SWORDS OF BLUE FLAME, for
"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Flame of Love and Peace from my own "Mighty I AM Presence" and I command that Flame to go into the structure of the earth under my feet and into the atmosphere of earth and still everything by Its Cosmic Authority and Power. Beloved Host of Light and Great Cosmic Beings! Amplify that Flame and hold at rest all vibratory action wherever it is directed, for
"I AM" (3) BY GOD "I AM" the Cosmic Electrifying, etc., etc.
(Same as above)
* * *

"I AM" the Cosmic Flame of the Cosmic Authority of the Cosmic Love from the Great Central Sun that consumes the human and is the Only Presence acting, today and forever!

OH, "MIGHTY I AM"! (3) etc.
(Blue Ray Form)
* * *

"I AM" the Cosmic Flame of Cosmic Love in Its Cosmic Expanding Power—the Only Authority in America and her people forever!

OH, "MIGHTY I AM"! (3) etc.
(Blue Ray Form)
* * *

"I AM" THE COSMIC FOCUS OF THE BLUE LIGHTNING FROM THE GREAT CENTRAL SUN of that Pure Divine Love that transcends every human concept and that blazes Its Perfection everywhere, today and forever!

OH, "MIGHTY I AM"! (3) etc.
(Blue Ray Form)
et c.

et c.

et c.

et c.

et c.

et c.
ANNOUNCEMENT

It is our very great joy and privilege to announce the release of two pictures of our Beloved Messenger, Guy W. Ballard, which will bring joy to the hearts of the "I AM" Students we feel sure!

One is standing by the harp, which our Beloved Daddy played and enjoyed so much; and which we feel brings His Great Love and Assistance in the "I AM" Miracle Music of the Spheres. Thru It we are calling the Mighty Cosmic Healing Flame of Cosmic Love to focus Its Cosmic Power to heal, to bless, to prosper and set Free all who will accept the Mighty Light, Love and Perfection which He gives without reservation, and which We ask to come forth NOW and heal all.

The other picture is of our Beloved Messenger wearing his hat and overcoat and was taken during the time he was having his experiences in California. We trust all will have the Mighty Joy and Blessing for which we call, and which Our Beloved Daddy is ready to give at all times; for He pours out constantly to all who will call to him and accept His Heart’s Love and Healing Flame.

We are releasing these Pictures with the Greatest Love and Gratitude we have ever known, and may they bless all on earth unto the Victory of the Ascension and complete Illumination of the whole world forever!

Lovingly in Eternal Light and Gratitude,
"I AM"

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
DONALD BALLARD

Size 8 x 10 unmounted—Price each $1.25 shipping charges 45c
Size 16x20 mounted— Price each $10.00 shipping charges 50c
Size 30x40 mounted— Price each $25.00 express charges collect

NOTICE

CRYSTAL CUPS

In the future shipping charges on all sizes of the "Crystal Cups" will be prepaid by us; from both Saint Germain’s Chicago Headquarters and the Santa Fe Branch.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.

SUBSCRIPTION NOTICE

The subscription price for the Voice of the "I AM" for 1945 will be $4.50 a year in the United States. In all other countries $5.00 a year. Domestic price for single copies 45c; for other countries 50c.
PROTECTION
OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE “I AM,” OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this Instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED — FOREVER — that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
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UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I ............................................. By Godfre Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50 — Shipping charges 40c

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II ....................................... By Godfre Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume III
By the Ascended Master Saint Germain and Other Ascended Masters
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' Application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES, Volume V
Parts 1 and 2 .................................................................. By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75 — Shipping charges 40c

THE ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES, Volume VI
By Various Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before hundreds of students.
Price $2.75 — Shipping charges 40c

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT, Volume VII
By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume VIII................. By the Great Divine Director
Containing twenty-five Discourses, with two color plates, dictated by the Great Divine Director, before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS
Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations
By Chanera
Price $1.00 — Shipping charges 35c

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES AND BINDERS
Loose-Leaf Binder in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint Germain Series. To hold special "I AM" Decrees and Songs. These Decrees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which holds about 150 leaves (300 pages). Price Binder $1.25—Shipping charges 40c
Loose-leaf Decrees and songs (2 pages) 11/2c per leaf. Shipping charges extra
"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"

Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning with February 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with January 1944.

Subscription price America $4.00. Single Copy 40c
In other countries $4.50 Single Copy 45c

CHART OF THE MAGIC PRESENCE

A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and contemplation; showing each individual's relationship to his own Individualized God Presence—the "Mighty 'I AM'."

Size—5½x8½. Price 25c—Shipping charges 5c
Size—12x21. Price $1.00—Shipping charges 20c
On Heavy Linen 30x52. Price $12.00—Shipping charges Prepaid

CHARTS AND FLAMES IN ACTION

Above Charts mechanically animated—Size 30x52 .................. Price $225.00
Violet Flame mechanically animated—Size 30x52 .................. Price $225.00
(Shipping charges extra)

At Present only large Flames and large Charts are available.

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN

Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12x16. Price each $2.00—Shipping charges 35c
Sepia Color, Size 19x24, $10.00
Sepia Color, Size 24x32, $20.00

PICTURE OF OUR BELOVED MESSENGER, GUY W. BALLARD

Actual photographic reproduction in Goldtone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price each</th>
<th>Shipping charges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8x10</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>45c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11x14</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>50c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x19½</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>Express charges collect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x40</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>Express charges collect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>Express charges collect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DECREES BOOKLETS

Small Booklets containing Decrees compiled for individual or Study Group use. Marvelous results are being made manifest in building a momentum thru constant use of these Booklets:

1. Opulence and Supply
2. Violet Flame and Healing
3. "I AM" America's Freedom
4. "I AM" Light Decrees
5. Purpose of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities (Small booklet giving short resumé of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities.)
6. Our Messenger's "I AM" Speaks
7. Light My World

Price of these Booklets each 30c, plus shipping charges; with the exception of Nos. 1, 5 and 7. Present supply of No. 1 will be sold for 20c each, plus shipping charges. No. 5 sells for 15c each, plus shipping charges. No. 7, Light My World, sells for 40c each.

PLAYBACKS AND RECORDS

We will notify you as soon as our next order of Playbacks is released. Playback records are available. This applies to the new 33 1/3 RPM Blue Transparent Records containing Mrs. Ballard's talks on the Law of Life and Its Application, and the Musical Playback Records as listed hereafter.

Price Playback Records $5.25 each—Shipping charges extra
(Note: All Playback Records are sold direct from the Santa Fé Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

| N 100-A | Song of the Violet Flame (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp |
| N 100-B | Lotus My Love | Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| N 101-A | Goddess of Purity (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp |
| N 101-B | Silent Sentinel (Duet) | Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| N 102-A | "I AM" Decrees—Part I | September 1941 Shrine Class |
| N 102-B | "I AM" Decrees—Part II | September 1941 Shrine Class |
| 200-A | Light of My Heart (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp |
| 200-B | Rose of Light (Duet) | Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
SERIES

| 202-A | Son of Light (Duet) | Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| 202-B | Call to Light (Duet) | Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| 203-A | Rainbow Rays (Duet) | Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| 203-B | Oh, World Victorious (Duet) | Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| 505-A | America Our Own Beloved Land | Sung by Minute Men of Saint Germain |
| 505-B | Silent Sentinel | |
| 1000-A | "I AM" Come (Duet) | Frederick Landwehr, Novachord |
| 1000-B | Dedication | Donald Ray King |

Price of Record No. 1000 is $2.65—Shipping Charges extra.

| RR-1201 | Invocation | Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Donald |
| RR-1202 | Contemplation (Silent Night) Harp | Mrs. Ballard |
| RR-1203 | Benediction | Mrs. Ballard and Donald |
| RR-1247 | Contemplation (Nearer My God to Thee) Harp | Mrs. Ballard |
| 3300-A | Invocation No. 1 (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3300-B | Invocation No. 2 (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3301-A | Benediction (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3301-B | Benediction (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3302-A | Invocation (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3302-B | There Is No Death (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |

* 3303-A Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3303-B Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3303-C Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3303-D Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3303-E Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3303-F Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
*(The 3303 Series comprises one afternoon's talk by Mr. G. W. Ballard and should be sold in a set.)*

* 3304-A Invocation and Explanation of the Chart Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3304-B Invocation and Explanation of the Chart Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3304-C Invocation and Explanation of the Chart Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3304-D Invocation and Explanation of the Chart Mr. G. W. Ballard
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### 3304 Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3305-A</td>
<td>This Truth, Love and Harmony</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3305-B</td>
<td>This Truth, Love and Harmony</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3306-A</td>
<td>True Understanding of Divine Love</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3306-B</td>
<td>True Understanding of Divine Love</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3307-A</td>
<td>Calling the Presence</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3307-B</td>
<td>Calling the Presence</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3308-A</td>
<td>Helping All Mankind</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3308-B</td>
<td>Helping All Mankind</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3309-A</td>
<td>Invocation (Shrine Class)</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3309-B</td>
<td>Benediction (Shrine Class)</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-A</td>
<td>Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-B</td>
<td>Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-C</td>
<td>Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-D</td>
<td>Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-E</td>
<td>Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-F</td>
<td>Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-G</td>
<td>Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-H</td>
<td>Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-I</td>
<td>Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-J</td>
<td>Adoration to Mighty Victory (K)</td>
<td>Mr. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3310-K</td>
<td>Benediction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3900-A</td>
<td>Instruction for Purifying Food</td>
<td>Mrs. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3900-B</td>
<td>Blessing of All Food</td>
<td>Mrs. G. W. Ballard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NOTE: (The 3304 Series and the 3310 Series are each one afternoon's talks and should be sold together.)*

The above records are suitable for individual use or for contemplation in "I AM" Study Groups.

(All Records are sold and shipped direct from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc. Use checks, drafts, Express Money Orders, but no P.O.M.O.'s. Make Payable to the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

Price all Phonograph and Victrola Records each (double faced) made of Blue transparent material $3.15—Shipping charges extra
"CRYSTAL CUPS"

Small Size Crystal Cups—for traveling or children.................... Price $5.00
Packing and shipping charges 50c

Small Size—for individual use.................................................. Price $7.75
Packing and shipping charges 70c

Large Size—for Reading Rooms, Sanctuaries, and family use. Individuals may have these, if they so desire. Price $25.00
Shipping charges $1.40

These "Crystal Cups" are not sold thru Reading Rooms or Group Leaders. Each "Cup" is blessed personally by Mrs. G. W. Ballard and is then shipped direct to each individual. No discounts are allowed.

OUR BELOVED NADA'S PICTURE

We announce the release of Our Beloved Nada's picture in sepia—size 4¾x6¾. This can be furnished mounted plain or in folder. It is the same picture as on the song covers, beautiful for framing purposes.

Mounted plain—Price each—$1.00, plus shipping charges.
Mounted on folder—Price each—$1.25, plus shipping charges.
MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

Already Released
LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
OH WORLD VICTORIOUS
RAINBOW RAYS
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
ROSE OF LIGHT
SON OF LIGHT
CALL TO LIGHT
SILENT SENTINEL
"I AM" COME
LOVE STAR (Refrain)
NADA OUR LOVE
AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND
GODDESS OF PURITY
MIGHTY VICTORY
LETO, BLESSED LETO
GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR
*SONG OF THE VIOLET FLAME
GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE ASCENDED
*I AM* HERE
*ARCHANGEL MICHAEL
*BELOVED MARY

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King and Lotus Ray King. These Songs are especially charged with powerful healing activity. Each contains a beautifully lithographed cover in colors, especially designed for that piece of music.

Our present stock of these songs will be sold at the regular price of $1.00 each with shipping charges of 35c. New editions will require an increased charge. This includes all the above songs with the exception of the three marked with an *'. These songs are now priced at $1.25 each; shipping charges 35c.

The "Song of the Violet Flame" contains four (4) color plates. These color plates may also be purchased singly (without music).

Price Each 50c—Shipping charges 15c

SONG FOLDERS
Each Folder contains three songs, together with music and lyrics, as follows:

No. 1
1. "I AM" Here
2. Angels of Saint Germain
3. Freedom's Triumph
Music and Lyrics
Lotus Ray King

No. 2
4. Great Hercules—Thou Elohim
5. Mary, the Mother of Jesus
6. Archangel Michael
Price per folder $2.25—Shipping charges extra (35c)
Music and Lyrics
Lotus Ray King

No. 3
7. Helios, The Dawn
8. Lord—The Maha Chohan
9. Thou Seven Mighty Elohim
Price per folder $3.00—Shipping charges extra (40c)
Music and Lyrics
Lotus Ray King
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MUSICAL PLAYBACK RECORDS
(16" for Playbacks only)

65
1. Goddess of Purity
   Lotus Ray King, Harp
   Frederick Landwehr,
   Shrine Organ
2. Leto, Blessed Leto
   Shrine Audience

66
"I AM Come (Duet)"
Lotus Ray King, Harp
Frederick Landwehr,
Shrine Organ

NOTE: This Record contains two selections on one side—No. 65, and one on the opposite side—No. 66; therefore, Nos. 65 and 66 is one double-faced record.

Record made of Blue Transparent material, and is sold and shipped only from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch.

Price each $5.25—Shipping charges extra